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ABSTRACT 

The Apartheid ideology and political system in South Africa has 

caused blacks to experience their blackness negatively. Being 

black is the reason for their pain and suffering. This is not 

merely a political problem but in its deepest sense it is a 

theological problem because it has caused doubt in the hearts 

and minds of blacks, as to whether they are created in the 

image and likeness of God. Apart from that Apartheid also pre-

sented itself as a command of God, and as su~h it is .a pseudo-

religion. 

In the thesis this problem is examined from a biblical-theological 

perspective. Chapter one looks at humans created in the image of 

God, the dignity which implies their right and their equality 

before God. After inverstigating the insight of a cross-s~ction 

of theologians, it is clear that the dignity of all people irre-
/ 

spect~ve of race and colour is beyond dispute. 

Chapter two examines the black experience against the biblical 

background. Despite the theoretical consensus regatding human 

dignity, blacks are experienceing their blackness in a negative 

sense. The reason for this is the negat~ve anthropology of white 
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theology. 

Chapter three discusses the emergence of the cr~tical conscious

ness towards the negative anthropology. T~e Black Consciousness 

philosophy played a positive role in countering this negative 

anthropology. Black Theology used these insights to develop a 

positive anthropology. It brought awareness of human dignity, 

but it did not lead to action. 

Chapter four discusses the total liberation from all situations 

of oppression, exploitation and dehumanization. The basis for 

this liberation is found both in the Old and New Testaments. In 

this regard the Exodus Paradigm and the Nazareth ~anif esto play 

significant roles as biblical models for total liberation. From 

these paradigms it is concluded that Yahweh in the Old Testament 

is the Liberator of the oppressed, and that New Testament salva

tion in Christ, links up with the Exodus model in which Goq sides 

with the oppressed. Biblical liberation and salvation is not 

merely spiritual but involve the total human. 

Chapter five looks at the sources from which Black Theology draws 

in an attempt to define its positive anthropology. Apart from 

the already mentioned biblical sources and Black Consciousness 
' 

it also draws from the black experience and the Traditional Afri-
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can Heligions. 

The final conclusions is that blatk theology brought a new 

appreciation to the fact that blackness is a gift of God and 
) 

not a curse. The liberation of humans, an important emphasis 

in black theology is firmly grounded in the scriptures and 

involves the total being. That black theology is not racism 

in reverse, nor is it an ideology, but a quest f~r humanity, 

firmly grounded in the biblical tradition. 

** ** ** 
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PREFACE 

In recent years Black Theology has become B 

crucial issue in ecclesiastical circles, in

cluding in my own church, The Apostolic Faith 

Mission of South Africa. Unfortunately more 

of ten than not black ministers and church 

members were the silent listeners to the 

evaluation of white church bureauct~ts. 

This thesis is a humble attempt to understand 

Black Theology from a black perspective. It is 

my prayer that it will gi~e other blacks, 

especially Pentecostals, new insight 

to Black Theology. 

This thesis would not be possible without the 

constructive supervision of Dr. L.W. Mazamisa. 

My thanks to Elza Horn who 'typed the final manu

script. I also thank Susan, and children, 

Althea, Susan, Jacqueline and Gracia. 

Lastly I acknowledge the financial support of 

the Human Sciences Research. 

** ** ** 
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INTRODUCTION 

The indignities and injustices blacks are experiencing in South 

Africa (SA) is a direct result of their blackness. Their whole 

human existence is being determined by the colour of their skin, 

and not by their inherent qaulities or abilities. Bl~ck experience 

under apartheid is not only a question regarding human existence, 

but it is also a theological question. Apartheid is a pseudo-

religion in which the image of God in blacks is not acknowledged 

or respected. This is evident in white theology which actually 

nurtures and perpetuates apartheid as a God-given recip·e for race 

relations, and mutual human existence. 

White theology operates on two levels, viz. the theoretical level 
. 1 

and the practical level. On the theoretical le!~l white theology 

offers a lot of positive affirmations, that are biblically correct 

and could be accepted by all earnest Christians, who seek a thorough 

2 biblical anthropology. Principles like all humans are created in 

the image of God; all humans are equal in their original ··state, 

as sinners after the fall; and all are equal when they have been 

restored in Christ Jesus are acknowledged in white theology. 

Although white theology offer positive, biblical anthropology 

on the one hand the problem lies with th~ historical. praxis, where 

white theology contradicts its own positive assertions, when it 

aviates from the well intentioned theoretical affirmations, of 

equality, freedom and responsibility. 3 Both the past and present 
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history testifies to the fact that white theology in its historical 

praxis, adheres to a very negative anthropology, in which blacks 

are depicted as bad, lazy, inferior, dangerous people whom whites 

4 
cannot trust. On the theoretical level white theology reiterates 

the fact that blacks are human in the same manner as whites, they 

are equals. On the practical level white theology eradicates all 

positive, biblical affirmations and it is blasphemous because it 

cr~~es doubt in the hearts and minds of blacks, concerning the 

fact that they are children of God. 5 

This situation of pain and suffering, constitute the Sitz ~m 

where black theology begins its reflection. It is this situation 

of .o.ppression, contradiction and confusion that "blacks understand 

the revelation of God in Jesus Christ''. 7 From thjs black context 

critical questions are: Did God make a mistake by creating people 

black? Are blacks inferior to whites just because of the colour 

of their skin? Who is responsible for this situation of oppression 

blacks are suffering due to their blackness? On whose side is God 

in this situation of conflict between white (oppressor) and black 

(oppressed) wherein blacks are struggling to redeem and maintain 

their true humanity? Blacks want to know what the Bible says about 

these questions. Black theology is an attempt to make the gospel 

relevant to. the situation of black dehumanization. "It seeks to 

interpret the gospel in such a way that the situation of blacks 

will begin to make sense". 8 
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Apartheid has dehumanized both blacks and whites. This is the 

heart of the problem reflected in both white and black theologies 

that we will examine in this thesis. Both theologies address the 

question of humanity. We shall show that black theology attempts 

to redeem humanity that has been lost through the politics and 

theology of apartheid, whereas white theology with its inherent 

contradiction between theory and praxis worsen the situation. 

We shall use a biblical-theological approach which culminates in 

a sosiological analysis of the South African situation. 

Chapter one deals with the biblical anthropology, in which the 

creation of humans in the image and likeness of God with its 

different facets; the fall an~ the influence of sin; and the 

restoration of humans in Jesus Christ. In chaptei two we shall 

examine the historical praxis of black oppression which was 

brought about by the promulgation of apartheid legislation. This 

section we have termed negative anthropology, because it represents 

the deviation from the original plan of God for humanity as a whole. 

The enforcement of this apartheid system resulted in the negation 

of the black person's humanity. As negative anthropology it is 

actually dehumanizing both blacks and whites in South Africa: It 

has dehumanized blacks to such an extent that they doubt that they 

were created in the image and likeness of God and that they are 

therefore equal to any human being, regardless of colour. This 

negative anthropology with its psychological, physical and reli-
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gious aspects has almost irreparable harmed the black person's 

dignity. This wrong view of humans has certain socio-economic 

and political implication for black pefsonhood. 

In chapter three we look at the emergence of the critical conscious

ness. Traces of the critical consciousness towards negative an

thropology is evident in the early history, when the native people 

made contact with white colonialists, in the Ethiopian Movement 

and the Black Nationalistic Movements. In recent history the Black 

Consciousness Movement played a significant role in the emergence 

of the critical consciousness. Black theology articulates the 

emergence of the critical consciousness and the definite move to

wards a positive anthropology. This positive anthropology urges 

blacks to assert their blackness without feeling.inferior or 

guilty because it encourages the black person to reorientate his 

or her mind, and attitude towards his or her black self. We shall 

close this chapter with a theological-ethical evaluation of posi

tive black anthropology. 

Chapter four continues our argument concerning the recovery 'and 

maintainance of a positve black anthropology. The recovery and 

maintainance of this true humanity necessitates liberation. A 

mere reawakening of the blak person's mentality will not restore 

black human dignity - something concrete must be done. Liberation 

from apartheid on all levels of life is an absolute necessity. 
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Thus it is that liberation forms the theological hermeneutical 

key of black theology. Yahweh is the liberator who is on the 

side of the oppressed. In the South African situation of conflict 

where blacks are strugg~ing to regain their true humanity, they 

assert that there is no place for a neutral God. We shall there

fore look at the understanding of God in the Bible, the Exodus 

paradigm and the Nazareth Manifesto. 

In the last chapter we shall look at the sources from which black 

theology draws in its attempt to recover black personhood from 

the debris of recial oppression. These sources are as follows: 

The Bible, because black theology is in the first place a biblical 

theology. Secondly the Tradit'ional African religions elements 

that bind the black community and serve as a cul~~ral and histori

cal past which blacks are reappropriating after the emergence of 

a new consciousness. Lastly, the black experience, because black 

theology is a liberation theology that commenced its reflection 

from the situation and context of black suffering. 
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CHAPTER . 1 

BIBLICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

Humans were created in the image and likeness of God. In this 

chapter attention will be given to the meaning of the image of 

God in humans as it is described in both Genesis 1:26-28 and 

Psalms 8:4-6. It is assumend that the image and likeness of 

God in humans presupposes a relationship and does not ref er to 

any resemblence as such. Different relationships are implicit 

in this presupposition but we shall only concentrate on the 

relationship to God, fellow humans and the rest of creation. 

The effects of the fall and sin will be the second point of 

discussion in this section, because sin disrupted these rela

tionships. Sin distorted and disturbed these relationships to 

such an extent that it created alienation and enmity between 

. God and humans, between humans and humans, between humans and 

the rest of creation. The resotration of all these relationship 

was made possible by the life and death of Jesus Christ. 

Lastly we shall deal with the fact that humans are total and 

dynamic beings. 
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1.1 HUMANS CREATED IN THE IMAGE AND LIKENESS OF GOD 

In Genesis 1:26-28 and Psalm 8:4-6 we read ·the following 

words regarding the creation of humans: 

"Then God said, "Let us make man (humans) 

in our image, in our likeness, and let 

them rule over the fish of the sea and the 

birds of the air, and over all the creatures 

that move along the ground.". So God created 

man (humans) in his own image, in the image 

of God he created him (them), male and female 

he created them. God blessed them and said to 

them, "Be fruitful and increase in nu.inber; 

fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the 

fish of the sea and the birds of the air and 

over every living creature that moves on the 

ground." (New International Version (NIV)) 

"What is man (humans) that you are mindful of 

him (them) You made him (them) a little 

lower than the heavenly beings and crowned 

him (them) with glory and hQnour. You made 

him (them) ruler(s) over the works of your 

hands; you put everything under his (their) 

feet." (NIV) 
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The following aspects regarding humans are evident in these 

texts: (1) Humans. are creature~ created by God; they are 

not gods but are creatures like all the creatures created 

by God. 

(2) It is also significant to note that out of the 

whole of creation only humans were created in the image and 

likeness of God. This in itself presupposes a special re-

lationship between God and humans. 

(3) Humans were commanded to rule over the fish, 

birds, and the earth, while they were instructed to be 

fruitful, to multiply and to subdue the earth, because they 

are the crown of God's creation. 

1.1.1 The meaning of being created in God's image 

The Hebrew and Greek used to describe "image" and· 

"likeness" as tMz.f..e.m and de.muth, (Hebrew), e..ikon .and 

. 1 
homo.ihe.h, Greek). According to Bushwell these 

words should not be compared with each other, but 

the latter actually includes the former. These 

kinds of parallel words are familiar in Hebrew. 2 

The image and likeness of God in humans suggested 

in this context does not refer to any physical re-

semblance between God and humans, nor does it refer 

to any distinction between a mortal or an imm.ortal 
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position of human nature. Both these views repre-

sent a puzzling and limiting view of humans, who are 

dynamic beings. 

Carey asserts that it is evident in the context of 

Genesis 1:26, that the idea of humans being created 

in the image of God implies that certain responsi

bilities and obligations are conferred on them. 

These duties are inseparable from the image idea. 3 

The image of God in humans according to Holtmann 

constitutes the dignity of humans, which in turn 

provides the source and ground for all human rights.
4 

The dignity of humans pressuposes their humanness 

and this humanness is indivisible and,·inalienable 

from their.right to life, community and self actuali

zation in history, here and now. This self realization 

in history refers to those rights and duties that are 

evident in the socio-economic and political realms 

of life. 5 

The responsibilities closely connected with the 

image idea are as follows. Humans are first of all 

creatures that stand before ~od, to whom they are 

always accountable. Secondly, God created humans 

in a polarity of sexes, but this in no way implies 

that they are not equal, because they are both created 
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in the image of God, and therefore they are both 

standing before God. Thirdly, God has given 

certain obligations to humans, such ·as the perpetu-

ation of the human race, and to exercise dominion 

over the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, the 

creatures that creep, upon the face of the earth, 

and the authority to subdue the earth. All these 

presuppose certain relationships, the prime one 

of which is the God - human relationship. The 

other relationships that flow from this fundamental 

God - human relationship are inter-human relationships 

and those of humans to the rest of creation. 

The God - human relationship 

Brunner states that this prime relationship consists 

of humans that stand before God 6 in a worshipping 

and obedient manner characterized by a close union 

between God and humans. This worship is simply 

giving God the glory as a form of gratitude from 

the human side. 7 The worship element of standing 

before God can clearly be seen in the fellowship 

and the first humans in t~e garden of Eden. The 

main purpose of the creation of humans was to glorify 

and honour God by standing in his presence and acknow-

' 
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ledging his greatness mercies. 

Standing before God presupposes obedience unto God 

in everything, and a full awareness of the fact 

that humans are but creatures in his sight. Carey 

asserts that no matter how popular humans may be, 

or how bad their achievements, they have to remember 

their origin because they are only dust in God's 

8 presence. It is significant that when God faced 

humans in the garden of Eden he gave them certain 

instructions which he expected them to observe be-

cause they are his creatures that constantly stand 

before him, reminded of the fact that they are 

created for this purpose to worship, ,obey and to 

serve him alone. Thus it is clear that the rela-

tionship of humans to God demands total obedience. 

This relationship always involves certain moral 

obligations, as no privilege or blessing from ~ad 

is without moral obligation. The narrative in the 

garden of Eden is an Example of this command -

demand, privilege-responsibility dialectic. If you 

do this then I will do that. 9 This responsibility 

forms the basis fa human morality, which is the essence 

that distinguishes humans from the rest of creation. 

While they as creatures are on the same level as the 

animals, there is this image idea that includes re-

sponsibility, which is the demarcation between humans 
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and animals. 

Brunner sees this responsibility as a form of limited 

freedom, which in turn also marks the line between 

the profane and the divine freedom. Both God and the 

animals are excluded from this limited freedom, be-

cause God is above this level, and he has absolute 

freedom, while animals are below this level because 

10 
they have no freedom. 

The divirte-human relationship with its moral impli

cations of responsibility to God, their neighbour 

and the rest of creation illustrates .the fact that 

humans are created in the image of Gap· .. The purpose 

of this relationship is worship, obedience and service 

to God alone. 

1.1.3 The inter-human relationship 

The image of God in Genesis 1:27 refers to the 

relationship between husband and wife, but is also 

applicable to a larger social context of human 

fellowship. 11 From this it is clear that God did 

not create humans to be islands in themselves, but 

to live as humans in love, peace and perfect harmony. 
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The creation of humans to be social beings in 

fellowship and community does not erase the fact 

that humans are individuals. The principle of 

individuality and community, should maintain a 

12 reciprocal and mutual relationship in this regard. 

The fact that God created the different sexes does 

not imply that this biological and sexual difference 

can serve as a reason for the exploitation of women. 

Differences, be they cultural, racial or sexual, are 

no reason for discrimination. There are people in 

this country •ho use these difference as an alibi 

for discrimination and exploitation. The well known 

unity and diversity slogan is an exam,ple of the kind 

f t d t d . .. . . 13 o argumen use to perpetua e 1scr1m1nat1on. 

But the Bible clearly provides no justification for 

doing this. 

Despite sexual, cultural or racial differences all 

humans are created in the image and likeness of God, 

and they all share in this common universal reality 

called dignity. For this reason they all stand be-

fore God as equals, with the same rights and duties. 

Eichrodt emphasizes this principle of equallity when 

he asserts: "All the more note worthy is the equality, 

in principle, of men and women before God'1
:
14 
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The equality of sex, race, colour or creed applies 

to every situation dealing with humans. The correct 

understanding of the image of God is to live and let 

live, because human rights are indivisible; they 

Gd . d' h d . ·1 ' l5 are o given an not a uman pro uct or a privi ege. 

1.1.4 The relationship between humans and the rest of 

creation 

The fact that humans are created in the image of God 

implies £urther that they have to exercise dominion 

over nature. Both Genesis 1:26-28 and Psalm 8 refer 

to the fact that humans were given th~ authority to 

subdue the earth and to rule voer the non-human 

creation. Brunner describes humans as homo tate~ 

who have received the responsibility to create 

. ·1· t• 16 civi iza ion. 

It is important to note that humans were given deci-

sive power over the non-human, but his in itself does 

not imply that humans were given a ca~te tlanche over 

the non-human creation. Humans have to subdue the 

earth in correspondence with the outlined principles 

17 
that would reflect the image of God, because humans 

are and remain beings that stand before God. They 
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therefore have to comply with the implicit moral 

demands that accompany this standing before God. 

Therefore humans must be careful in their handling of 

non-human creation such as natu~al resources, animal 

and plant life. 

Being created in the image of God clearly confirms 

the fact that humans are not mere objects of history, 

which are relentlessly pushed around, but according 

to the Bible they are makers of history. In all 

their relationships they stand before God to whom 

they are accountable. 

1.2 SIN: THE CAUSE OF DISRUPTION IN ALL RELATIONSHIPS 

In Genesis 3 and 4 we read how the harmonious situation God inten

ded for his creation was disturbed. Sin, as expressed in the fall, 

distrubed and distorted all human relationships viz. their rela

tionship with God, their relationship among themselves and towards 

the rest of creation. In Genesis 3 sin is described as rebellion 

against God, while in Genesis 4 it is described as sin against 

the brother or neighbour. Adam's fall must be viewed as repre

sentative of the whole human race, because through him all humans 

share in the fall and sin that is endemic to humanity as a whole. 
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Therefore sin is not only a matter of personal disobedience 

we all are represented in Adam's disobedience. Humans are 

therefore all in rebellion against God.
18 

According to Berkhof, sin does not originate with God (Job 34:10; 

Isaiah 6:3), but in the angelic world written of in John 8:44, 

where Jesus refer to the devil as the killer from the beginning. 

1 Joh. 3:8 and Jude 6 confirm this view. However this does not 

imply that humans have no part in si~ because the first sin was 

. d 1 ·1 19 committe vo untari y. Based on his view that God is not the 

author of sin, Berkhof holds that sin does not logically fit into 

God's creation, but that it represents a different reality.
20 

Berkhof remarks that sin causes the sinner to point at others. 

He further asserts that sin is a moral evil, because humans are 

21 
free moral agents. Sin he holds, constitute the only reason 

why separation between God and humans could take place. 
22 

By whatever words sin is describe, its consequences are detrimental 

for human existence. Both the Hebrew and Greek words that are used 

to describe sin substantiate this point. Sin as halt at (Hebrew) 

and Ha~mo~tia (Greek) means to miss the mark and it refers to the 

23 deviation from the right path. Sin as. awon (Hebrew) means to be 

fully aware of one's deviation from the right path, and it repre-

24 sents a deliberate choice between what is right and wrong. Sin 

as pe..oha (Hebrew) means rebellion and this ter,m is used frequently 
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The nature of sin in the above paragraph, it certainly does not 

only refer to the vertical, God - human relationship for it pene-

trate into total human existence. The whole of creation suffers 

the consequences of sin; and there is no aspect of human exi~tence, 

institution or society that does not bear the marks of the fall. 26 

Sin is therefore not only individual or personal; it is also 

corporate and structural. It is not one dimensional, as in sin 

against God. Sin against the neigbour and against the rest of 

creation is also sin against God. Therefore whether it be vertical 

or horizontal sin, according to the Bible sin and sin as such is 

a deviation fr6m the divine intention for creatio~. After the fall 

humans stand before God as sinners. All their relationships are 

twisted because of sin. The New Testament of humans actually 

starts at this point. According to the synoptic gospel, John's 

theology and Paul's theology, humans stand before God as sinners 

in need of salvation. 

In all three of these New Testament proclamations humans are beings 

who stand before God called to be obedient to their Creator or 

h . d b f h. . h b d f . d 27 
ot erwise stan e. ore im as sinners w o are oun or JU gement. 

The New Testament observed humans as beings desperately in need of 

salvation. This salvation is God's solution to the human dilemma 
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and it is a historical action in which the beginning of the new 

era is introduced. It is the only way whereby these sinners 

under God's judgement can be transformed into beloved children of 

God.
28 

1.3 THE RESTORATION OF HUMANS IN JESUS 

Jesus Christ the Son of Man, unlike the first Adam who was 

dedicated to sin, was .obedient to God unto death. In him humans 

are restored to their original state of obedience, responsibility, 

freedom and dominion. In and through Jesus Christ humans can be 

reconciled to God, amongs themselves and with the rest of creation. 

Accordingly restoration of humans in Christ takes place in their 

justification which is an act initiated by God, who is the origin, 

basis and revealer of the true law. 29 

He further holds that this restoration is God's definite no to 

sin, but it is a simultaneous yes to the sinner. The no to the 

sins of humanity represents his pardon to humans. This integrated 

judgement and pardon in Christ forms the binding force. 30 In 

Christ we have the true obedient, human being who inaugurated 

the new era in which humans can stand before God as justified 

sinners who have received God's pardon. This pardon of God in 
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Christ is a divisive action which separates the old sinful human 

from their new status in Christ. Kiimmel prefers to describe the 

sinful human according to Paul as the -0a~kiko-0 (~arnal human) and 

the pardoned sinner in Christ is called pneumatiko-0 (spiritual 

. . 31 
human). 

The pardon which is granted to humans in Christ, is obtainable 

by faith alone. For Barth this justifying faith has obedience 

and humality in it, while it is not founded on any human efforts, 

. 32 
such as works. 

The restoration of humans in Jesust Christ transform humans from 

sinner before God to covenant partners. In Jesus Christ the 

divine has broken through in history and God has made it possible 

for humans ·to be accepted in faith in this world and society. The 

Son of God incarnate has became a Jew to live in the context of 

human life in a particular term in history. 

It is in this regard that 2 Corinthians 5:17 states "Therefore if 

any man be in Christ, he is a new creature" Any human in Christ 

can once more stand before God as a justified sinner who need 

not be ashamed or feel uncomfortable of a previous sinful life 

because all things are made new in Christ. Humans created in 

the image and likeness of God after the fall need not stand be-

fore God as sinners but, in Christ they can stand before God in 

the restored or right relation. 
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1.4 HUMAN NATURE 

Although many words like soul, spirit, body, heart and mind are 

used to describe the physical and psychological nature of humans, 

humans are total beings and not dichotomous or trichotornous, corn-

partrnentalized beings. In this section we shall focus on the 

different meanings of soul found in both Old and New Testament. 

The Old Testament uses the word nephe~ to describe soul, while the 

New Testament equivalent is p~yche. The word nephe~ is used to 

refer to the neck, throat or gullet, but it also refers to the 

breath of life - that proceeds from the throat. This constitutes 

the characteristic of life both human and anirna1. 33 Thus in this 

particular context soul undoubtedly implies the l~fe that linked 

up with the body. In Ezekiel 17:17, Proverbs 28:7, Genesis 2:7 

and Jeremiah 2:24 soul as nephe~ refers also to the living indivi-
34 

dual. Soul also refers to feelings and ernotions,of the indivi-

dual. When Hannah was praying in the temple in Samuel 1:15 the 

meaning is more specifically the feelings and emotions of the 

. d. . d 1 35 
in 1v1 ua . 

In the New Testament p~yche also refers to life, especially in 

Matthew 6:25 when Jesus beseeches his audience not to worry 

about what they will· eat, o~ drink, but to ~ernernber that life 

(p~yche) is of more ~orth than food. But in Acts 27:37 (p~yche) 

means individuals when Paul speaks about 276 p~ychai that were 
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36 
saved. Both these terms are also used clearly describes the 

life of the individual. 

In addition to nephe~ and p~yche two other words are used to 

describe the being of humans: ~uach in the Old Testament and 

pneuma in the New Testament. Unlike nephe~ and p~yche, ~uach 

and pneuma were associated with God. Furthermore the New Testa-

ment concept was an important accent over the Old Testament 

understanding, Pneuma derived from the "Spirit of God" usage 

which actually refers only to Christians in whom the Spirit 

dwells. 37 

According to the Bible human beings are viewed as dynamic beings 

who do not consist of different irreconciliable ~arts. They are 

d d . d" "d 1 h f 1 . . . lf 39 regar e as in ivi ua s, t at orm tota units in itse . 

Therefore the dualism or dichotomy in humans is alien to the 

Bible and has no origin other than from the Platonist. 40 

To summarize we can say that humans are created in the image and 

likeness of God. This image and likeness of God in humans consists 

of their ·dignity which in itself refers to their God-given rights 

to be responsible co-creators, who stand in a spe~ial relation to 

God, to their fellow humans and to the rest of creation. The re-

lationship to God is viewed as a standing before God in worship and 

obedience. 
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As a result of the fall humans stand before God as sinners who 

are under his judgement. This state disrupted and distorted all 

human relations to such an extent that humans stand before God 

as sinners who have oppressed their neighb~urs and destroyed 

creation. 

In Jesus Christ, God has restored the relationship through 

justification. This justification is both a no to sins and a 

yes to the sinner. The no represents God's judgement of humans 

in the crucifixion of Christ, while his yes is represented in 

their pardon on the basis of faith alone. This faith is both a 

step of obedience and humility. 

Lastly the Bible clearly views humans as dynamic ~eings who are 

total units. This holistic view of humans derives from the 

concept of nephe~ soul and ~uach spirit. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE BLACK HUMAN EXPERIENCE AS NEGATIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 

We have now established what the Bible says rega~ding humans, 

and their inherent dignity, that implies responsibility, freedom 

and human rights. We shall now proceed to the discussion of the 

black human experience in the light of the Biblical anthropology. 

The black human existence brought about by apartheid in South 

Africa can rightly be termed negative anthropology, because it 

is a definite deviation from the divine intention. for humanity 

as a whole. In order to fully understand the i~~act of the nega

tive anthropology we shall be dealing with the religious-philosophy 

of apartheid. We shall pay attention to the psychological influence 

and then proceed to the physical experiences of apartheid with its 

socio-economic and political implications. 

Steve Biko explains the apartheid situation as follows: For 

years whites have exploited blacks. In this black-white rela

tionship most whites believe that blacks a~e inferior. This 

idea was perpetuated for economic reasons, but later it developed 

into a serious problem: whites despise blacks simply because 

they believe that blacks are inferior and bad. This is the basic 
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pressuposition underlying the apartheid system, and this is 

what make South Africa a racist society. 1 This view in which 

black is identified as bad and inferior while white is identi-

f ied as innocence and superior culminated in the domination 

and exploitation of blacks simply because they are black. 

Mofokeng asserts that for blacks this domination actually meant 

the loss of land, political power, their creativity and imagi

nation. 2 In the domination process blacks were moved into 

locations (slum areas) where they had to live under inhuman 

conditions. In these slum areas the facilities are of the 

poorest one can get in the country, with conditions no white 

person would choose to live under. Other factors which con

tributed to the perpetuation of this negative anthropology is 

the attempt to eradicate black culture and history. The alien

ation of blacks from their culture and history together with 

loss of the land is an attempt to wipe out their roots. 

For Manas Buthelezi the black experience is described by the 

determining factor namely: Blackness. This blackness in 

South Africa prescribes what possibilities are open to every 

black child. It prescribes where blacks may live, worship, work, 

as well as with whom they should associate. The totality of 

human existence for blacks is determined within the limits of 

the black context. 3 
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The whole understanding of the black anthropos in the South 

African context was shaped by the religious, psychological 

and physical aspects of this negative anthropology. 

2.1 THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE NEGATIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 

Apartheid in all its f~cets was first of all religiously con-v 

templated before it was legalized. According to Dr. F. O'Brien 

Geldenhuys apartheid entered into the political and social arena 

by means of a concession that was made in 1857 to accomodate the 

racial and cultural prejudice of a few Afrikaner Christians. 

This concession developed into a principle in which the follow-

ing pressupositions were dominant, viz. no raci~l mixing, sepa-

4 rate churches and schools for different race groups. These 

principles that constitute apartheid were theologically justi-

fied by the following Old Testament scriptures: 

The Babel account in Genesis 10-11 was exegeted and interpreted 

5 in such a way that the differentiation of races could be proven. 

This event was used as a hermeneutical key to understand the 

creation of humans in Genesis 1-3. The apartheid theologians 

'then automatically arrived at a conclusion that there was more 

than one Adam and the Adam we read of in the Bible was only a 

symbolic figure. 6 
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In his book In die Stroomversnelling O'Brien Geldenhuys expJains 

how the Afrikaner Christians interpreted their role as guardians 

of the blacks who were inferior and therefore ~ot in a position 

to think for themselves. To enable the Afrikaners to be gaurdians 

of the blacks they were to retain political control. 7 He con

tinues to show how the church spelled out all the apartheid prin

ciples before the National Party came to power in 1948. 8 

*In die denke van die N.q. Ke~k hei die ~a~~e~keiding 

nou n gyna heifige waa~ gek~y. Ideniiieit i~ 9od

gegewe1 en hie~die gefeid wa~ daa~op gemik om 

ideniiieiie ie g~~ke~m en ginne eie g~oep~ve~gand 

voffedig ie faai oniwikkef.*9 

This clearly emphasizes the fact that the Bible is misused 

to condone the ungodly system of apartheid in which the human 

dignity of blacks is denied. In any situation where the 

equality and dignity of all humans is not respected, espe~ially 

where racism,, racial domination and racial superiority, which 

is contrary to the biblical understanding of human dignity, is 
10 perpetuated. 

The religious understanding of white supremacy and black sub

jugation was.indoctrinated in the minds and hearts of both 

black and white. On all levels of society white is associated 
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with adjectives such as good, innocent, pure, holy, etc. while 

black is identified with abnormality and concept such as evil, 

weak, not up to standard etc. In this iacist society it means 

that blacks do not belong and their presence is a favour which 

is underservingly granted to them. This is the reason why in 

church and in theology whites have the tendency to preach and 

teach a 'pie in the sky when you die'-gospel. In order to pre

vent blacks from seeking and obtaining fulfilment here and now 

is this life. 

2.1.1 The psychological aspects of the negative anthropology 

The psychological effects of the socio-ecpnomic, religious 

and political experience of blacks in South Africa is 

enormous. 

Blacks are brainwashed to such an extent that they .would 

do anything possible to get rid of their blackness because 

it spell~ shame, oppression and destruction in a racist 

society. The black person is always trying not to be 

himself, but to be like the oppressor. Psychologically 

this has led to the idea that God made a mistake in cre

ating them black. This is precisely the reason why Tutu 

holds that apartheid is both vicious and blaspehemous, 

because not only does it degrade its victims but it has 
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the power to make believers doubt that they are children 

11 of God. 

Manganyi asserts that there are two. modes of being in 

the world viz. being black in the world and being white 

in the world. These modes of being are directly related 

to the different existential experiences. 12 He further 

analyses the black mode of being into the following three 

experiential categories: the body, the individual in 

society and the spiritual dimension of being black in a 

white world.
13 

This mode of existence has inherent 

negative sociological schema which culminate in a nega-

tive self image. 

According to Manganyi, the black individual in society 

illustrates the fact that colonialism has eradicated 

the communial mode of being and has substituted it with 

an individualistic view. The authentic black leaders, 

who could have reinstated the corporative personality 

have been suppressed, while a white individualistic 

d . 1. . . f . t . 1 14 an materia 1st1c view o exis ence prevai s. This 

automatically leads to the situation where the black 

has to cope in a white world that has lost its spiritual 

dimension. The whole black existence has become an ex-

perience which mentally fosters the negative anthropology 
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because being black in a white world implies that all 

of human existence has as its frame of reference the 

white value system. 15 

The state of mind of the oppressed has a significant 

role to play in the whole liberation process, because 

you are who and what you think you are. If the oppres

sed people think that they are black and therefore in

ferior to whites they will definitely act inferior. It 

will not be long before this becomes an established fact 

in their whole system. For this reason some in the 

oppressed community are at ease with their situation 

because they are ignorant of what the Bible says about 

their human dignity. Boesak asserts that;'."the greatest 

ally of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed 11 •
16 

Negative anthropology does not only operate religiously 

and psfchologically, but it is something that is felt 

physically as well. 

2.2 THE PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE NEGATIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 

The physical indignities and injustices blacks suffer today 

are a direct result of their blackness. Their blackness deter-

mines the .fact that they are to live as second and third-class 
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citizens. Their blackness is a casting vote in t~e decision 

of their whole existence; their education, their earnings, 

their medical treatment, their living space, thiir fears of 

. 17 being evicted or forcibly removed. 

2.2.1 The socio-economic and political implications of the 

negative anthropology 

The socio-economic and political implications of apartheid 

are far reaching. Most blacks in South Africa are not 

allowed to form stable social groups such as families, 

because of the influx control laws which have prohibited 

migrant workers from enjoying a normal fa~{ly life. It 

has been reported that in 1983 women and children from 

Crossroads in Cape Town were forced onto trains and de-

d h T k . 18 porte to t e rans ei. 

Not only has family life been destroyed, but for years 

the public amenities. were opened to only the white 

minority. Black children had to learn early in life that 

most of the parks throughout the country, were not meant 

for them, because they are black. Through these experien-

ces the black children had to adapt themselves to a kind 

of colour caste, in which poverty and a low economic status 
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prevailed. Segregated schools and locations also 

contributed to this negative self image in which 

blacks were trapped because of their blackness. 19 

Mofokeng holds that in the South African situation, we 

have a class society based on both race and colour. In 

this stratification whites deliberately form the oppres

sor's community while blacks constitute the exploited 

and discriminated community. Whites are the ~ave~ and 

blacks are the ~ave not~. 

Flowing from these assertions is the fact that blacks 

constitute the labour force who earn very low salaries, 

while the white oppressors are enriched at,·the black 

people's expense. These blacks are relegated to the 

preriphery of society due to their socio-economic status. 

In South Africa the country has been balkanized into 

certain homelands for blacks. The homelands ~ill remain 

dependent on South Africa because they are not economi-

cally viable due to the fact that only a small group in 

these homdands are being well looked after, while the 

majority of blacks in the rural areas are relatively 

poor. David Smith refers to the situation as follows: 

"the operations of apartheid as a system of cheap labour 

Production, and the role of the homelands in this process. 1121 
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Whites automatically constitute the ruling class who 

dominate blacks in all areas of life and especially in 

the economic sphere. On this front they contribute sub

stantially to the suffering of the toiling masses. Some 

of the large, rich mining corporations are hiding behind 

apartheid legislation. They employ approximately 1,500,000 

blacks who work as migrant labourers in South Africa living 

under the apartheid law's in hostels without their fami

lies. 22 Zolile Mbali holds that" .... the economic reason 

for apartheid can be seen as cheap labour ... that sustains 

the high standard of living of the whites. 1123 

The apartheid existence justifying white domination and 

black subjugation, was legally inaugurated,·in 1948 when 

the existing leader, an Afrikaner, was a minister in the 

Dutch Reformed Church. The first step this government 

took was to remove political power from all blacks. 

Mbali states: "The first steps taken on the way to. 

apartheid legislation were to dismantle what few con

stitutional rights black people had. 1124 The government 

then appointed whites from their ranks to represent the 

blacks. These whites always spoke on behalf of the blacks, 

i.n· the absence of the blacks, wi t_hou t their consent and 

most of the times against those whom they were supposed 

to represent. 
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They then promulgated the Group Areas Act and the 

Bantustans policy. The implementation and maintanance 

of the Group Areas Acts culminated in the largest single 

instance of the relocation of black people in the urban 

areas. It is estimated that. in the past 20 y~ars approxi

mately 860,400 people were relocated under this act~ 5 

About 11 3,500,000 people were relocated within the Bantu

stans for implementation of betterment planning. 1126 

These resettlements caused a lot of human su~f ering and 

alienation, because people were brutally uprooted without 

any chance of legal recourse. As has been said earlier 

in this chapter, these Bantustans are dependent on the 

South African regime. Malnutrition, starvation, disease 
.-

and the mortality rate amongst the blacks ~n these home-

lands is very high because of insufficient facilities. 

Mbali asserts that the resettlement of black is merely 

a way of evading the cost of apartheid by dumping sick, 

elderly people in these Bantustans. 27 

It is no secret that the apartheid regime in South Africa 

is committed to its poli~ies of oppression because the 

following laws still prevail. "The Population Registra

tion Act of 1950
1128 

which ~ates and classifies people 

along ethnic and colour lines; "The Reservation of Sepa

rate Amenties Act of .1953 1129 has led to unequal public 

facilities. Another critical area affected by apartheid 
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. d t. 30 is e uca ion. And finally the act that has caused so 

much suffering and has become the focal point in the 

contemporary political debate, is "The Group Areas Act 

of 1950 11
•
31 

In this country the socio-economic and political system 

causing black oppression all boils down to one outstanding 

factor: blacks are not viewed as full human beings. This 

is a religious ideological understanding that forms the 

basis of the whole black - white relationship with its 

history of servereoppression. White supremacy and black 

subjugation operates on the premise that white is the norm 

and represents innocence, while black is inferior and re-

present~ all that is bad and not according,·to the norm. 

Society is further structured by the white ruling class 

on this religious understanding in order to serve the 

interests of whites only. Its intention is that whites 

should remain in control, while blacks are divided on the 

basis of ethnicity in South Africa. This will enable 

whites to remain powerful while blacks will be powerless. 

The negative anthropology that is represented by the black 

experience in the racist society is a definite deviation 

from the divine intention for the creation of humans. This 

existence has caused doubt in the hearts and minds of the 
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oppressed community, due to the suffering they are 

experiencing because of their blackness. This negative 

anthropology is self-destructive for the.oppressed com-

munity because it enables the white oppressor to remain 

in power and to exercise his grip on their lives via 

their mentality. 

The main source of this negative anthropology is white 

theology that justifies this unbiblical theology on the 

basis of God's judgement on the people at the tower of 

Babel. The anthropology of white theology that is based 

on this assumption "teaches that humans have uncontrola-

ble fractricidal drives which even the Gospel and conver-
. 32 

sion cannot tame." 

This negative anthropology is a denial of the God-given 

dignity of all humans because it denies the basic human 

rights of blacks, such as the right to vote, and the 

right to choose where they want to live, attend school, 

what kind of work they want to do, who their friends may 

be or who their political leaders may be. Even their 

right to choose resistance against the system, through 

peaceful protests and the holding of public meetings 

where they could voice their opinion publicly, is not 

permitted. 

-···· ·-~-
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The negative anthropology has the ability to have people 

assume that God made a mistake by creating them black. 

For this reason some blacks would do everything possible 

to escape from this black existence. It is precisely 

at this point that black rejection and self-hatred become 

a black response in a world controlled by white racists. 

This self-rejection on the other hand is an admission 

of the fact that such a person has accepted the assump

tion that his blackness makes him less human and there

fore nobody. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EMERGENCE OF A CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE NEGATIVE 

ANTHROPOLOGY AND A MOVE TOWARDS A POSITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY 

The courage to be black in South Africa is subversive because 

it represents the "dange.rous memory" 1 for the oppressor while 

it is the 11 liberating·memory" 2 for the oppressed. It is sub-

versive and dangerous for the white oppressor because it makes 

demands concerning the dignity and human rights of blacks here 

and now in South Africa. It is liberating because it affirms 

the dignity and human rights of the oppressed in the mids of op-

pression. Therefore it inspires, encourages and reminds the 

oppressed that the struggle against apartheid is a noble and 

worthy struggle that needs to be continued until blacks have 

recovered their true, authentic black humanity. 

In this chapter we examine the rise o.f a er it ical consciousness 

in the black community towards the negative anthropology perpetu-

ated by the apartheid system. In the first section we trace the 

emergence of the critical consciousness in the history of black 

oppression and exploitation in South Africa. We shall then take 

a look at the parallels in American history. 

We move on to make a theological - ethical evaluation of what is 
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called a positive black anthropology. Here we shall highlight 

the positive values of black humanity that are ethically justifi

able. We shall also give attention to the folldwing questions: 

Is the positive black anthropology not an emerging totalitarian 

ideological system in the miniature? 

Does it not elevate itself above white dominating anthropology 

and becoming the criterion of the order for the South African 

Society? 

Is it not promoting schism? 

What is its ethical dimension? 

3.1 EARLY HISTORY 

The emergence of a critical consciousness can be traced back to 

the early contact between the indigenous people of South Africa 

and the white colonialists. 

In 1652, under the auspices of the Dutch East India Company white 

settlers arrived in the Cape of Good Hope. 3 At that time the 

KhoiKhoi, a pastoral people, accupied the Cape. They owned 

large herds of cattle and according to Debroey, Van Riebeeck was 

constantly tempted to rob them of their herds and subject them to 

slavery.
4 

For the white settlers this was not enough. They ex

propriated the pasture-land for agricultural purposes and even 

closed the paths leading to the drinking places. 
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These acts of aggression culminated in KhoiKhoi resistance to 

exploitation, oppression and the lack of freedom of movement. 

They reacted violently. Debroey mentions how they intimidated 

the white woodcutters, stole cattle belonging to the whites and 

destroyed their fishing nets.
5 

Clearly the whites were unwelcome 

intruders who threatened their whole human existence. 6 

This state of affairs sparked of the first KhoiKhoi attack against 

the white colonialist in May 1659, under the leadership of Doman. 7 

The second KhoiKhoi war against the white colonialist took place 

between 1673 and 1677 under the leadership of an influential 

KhoiKhoi Chief, Gonnema, from the Cochokwa sub-group. 8 They were 

ultimately overpowered by the colonialists who drove them into 

the mountains, and they lost both their cattle and their lands. 9 

The KhoiKhoi were not the only people to resist white settlement 

in South Africa. A century ago the whites made contact with the 

Xhosa people in their movement eastwards in the Cape. These un

welcome intruders were resisted in eight so-called "Kaffir Wars". 

The first clash took place in 1779 and the last occured in 1879. 10 

Roux comments that: "A century after the first clash west of the 

Fish River the Europeans had by-passed the Transkei frontier, con

quered the Sotho, Pedi and the Zulu tribes and penetrated into 

southern Natal. 1111 
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In all these battles black resistance revolved around the issues 

of land, independence and their right to shape, mould. and deter

mine their own destiny.
12 

Their whole human existence were 

threatened by the white intrusion that culminated in their op-

pression and exploitation, and the destruction of their total 

value system. 

The emergence of the critical consciousness is evident also in 

the rise of the Ethiopian Movement. Moeti makes the following 

relevant statements when he asserts that from the study of 

Ethiopianism it is possible to follow through successive stages 

of resitance to European domination, exploitation, and the form 

in which they (blacks) manifested themselves. 13 The Ethiopian 

Movement was formed when black cler~y moved from ~he Mainline 

Churches, because their humanity was not acknowledged. They 

resisted white domination in the Church and splitred off . 14 

Moeti contends that the Ethiopian Movement forms the separatist 

roots of the African National Congress (ANC).
15 

The ~ANC .adopted 

the motto Izwe Lethu 16 (the land is ours) and also the National 

Anthem Nko~i Sikele iAt~ica17 (God bless Africa) which was assumed 

by the Ethiopian leadership in 1892. 18 

The Nationalistic struggles of both the .ANC and the Pan-Africanist 

Congress (PAC) are ways in which the critical consciousness emerged, 

in search of a true black humanity. 
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The ANC started in 1912 and its main objective was to unite 

the different, small bodies and organizations that participated 

in the struggle for liberation of blacks from white oppression 

d d . . 19 an omination. This body was interested in obtaining a say 

in the "white only" union that. came into being in 1910. It there

fore wanted to fight for the right of the excluded black majority. 20 

According to Roux the ANC wanted "to fight against both economic 

d 1 .. 1 . . . 1121 an po itica inJustices. · The fight for human rights in South 

Africa by the ANC in these years was by peaceful means, which 

included strikes, boycotts, protest marches, and defiance campaigns. 

"The Defiance Campaign, according to Luthuli was far too orderly 

and successful ior the goverment's liking and its growing. The 

cha.llenge of non-violence was more than they could meet. 1122 

The ANC's struggle for political, economical, social and educa-

tional rights was a struggle for integration with full citizenship 

d 1 . h 23 an equa rig ts. 

In 1959 the PAC broke away from the ANC under the leadership of 

Robert Sebukwe and Lebello, who became their President and General 

S . 1 24 ecretary respective y. The PAC assumed that the Africans were 

a class that constituted the proletariate while all the whites 

were the oppressors. They refused to be involved in what they 

called a collaboration between oppressor and oppressed, because 

they ~ssumed that there could be no co-operation that would bring 
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b 1 . 25 a out equa ity. 

Motlhabi contends that the PAC did not operate f~om a racial or 

coiour stance, but the prerogative the reinstatement of equality 

d b . h . h 26 an irt rig t. He further holds that there is a great deal 

of unfair criticism on the stance of the PAC, by liberals who 

are fully alligned to the ANC.
27 

For the purpose of our theme it 

is significant to note that Mothlhabi· asserts that, "one credit 

is owing to the PAC for continuing resistance to apartheid and 

d . . b . . 1128 omination y a minority. 

We have traced the early history of black critical consciousness 

toward the negative anthropology their resistance to oppression, 

exploitation and self-contempt. This self-realization and the 

assertion of their personhood is inextricably bound with the 

issues of their land and their cattle. 

3.1.1 Recent History 

In.this section we shall look at the contribution of 

the Black Consciousness ~hilosophy, the Kairos Document, 

the Evangelical Witness and the parallels in American 

history. 
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During the late sixties - early seventies the Black 

Consciousness Movement spearheaded the opposition 

towards the negative anthropology and it could fairly 

be viewed as a successor of the PAC, rather than a 

successor of the ANC. Goba describes the Black Conscious-

ness as a political reawakening in the absence of strong 

black political leadership, because at that time both 

the abovementioned organizations were banned and its 

leaders were either in exile or in prison. He further 

holds that the rise to black consciousness marks the 

introduction of new hope for the disenfrenchised blacks. 29 

The black consciousness philosophy rejected non-racialism 

togethet with intergration on the grounds ~hat it does not 

correct the evils of apartheid completely. Biko asserts 

that both non-racialism and integration are artificial, 

because it only provides a situation in which white 

supremacy and black subjugation are perpetuated. In 

these non-racial bodies whites do all the talking, while 

it is expected from blacks to do all the listening. 30 

The Black Consciousness Movemment was suspicious of any 

non-racial or multi-racial body, because they felt it 

was important for each group to assert themselves, and to 

accept themselves the way God created them. Biko comments: 

"At the heart of true integration is the provision for each 

man, each group to rise and attain the envisioned self. 
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Each group must be able to attain its style of existence 

without encroaching or being thwarted bi another; Out of 

this mutual respect for each other and complete freedom 

of self-determination there will obviously arise a genuine 

fusion of the life-style of the various groups. This is 

. t• 1131 true 1ntegra ion. 

Black Consciousness assumes that those who participate 

in the integration exercise must be equals and those 

people at grassroots must become aware of their worth 

as humans, learning to manifest themselves in such a 

manner that they will claim what is rightfully theirs. 32 

For this reason blacks called a moratorium on their en-

gagement in non-racial organization in an attempt to 

discover themselves, their God-given ability and rights. 

That is what the South African Students Organization 

( SASO) means when it say's: "Black man, ·you are on your 

" 33 own . 

Biko further remarks that Black Consciousness represents 

a mental attitude that originates from the black world, 

which is rooted in self-examination and their blackness, 

and serves to bind the oppressed together in their strug-

gle for self-realization. 34 
This expression of Black 

Consciousness as mental attitude corresponds with the 
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assertion made by Baartman when he says: "Black 

Consciousness begins when the black man asks the 

question: "Who am I?" He asks the quest·ion about 

himself in relation to his neighbour and his environ

ment and most of all, in relation to his Creator, Saviour 

and Guide. 1135 

This state of mind or way of life is both a "No" and a 

"Yes". It says loudly no to everything and everybody 

that hinders and prohibits what God intended blacks to 

be viz. humans. On the ontherhand it says loudly yes 

to everything and everybody that encourages blacks to 

self-determination and self-assertion. 36 In this manner 

blacks are urged to discern evil and to re~ist it, while 

it enables them to acknowledge the right thing regarding 

their humanity. It implies both a critical approach 

towards the negative anthropology, and an affirmative 

approach towards the acceptance of a positive black .. 

anthropology. 

Black Consciousness further expresses a group pride 

which enable blacks to boldly affirm their blackness 

which is not an issue of pigmentation but is a definite 

reflection of a mental attitude. It enable blacks to 

take pride in their God-given blackness. Black Conscious

ness also seeks to reappropriate the African culture and 
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history, from which blacks were alienated for years. 

Therefore Biko states: "Aspects of African culture 

such as man or community-centredness, eag~rness to 

cummunicate in various forms with one's neighbours, 

joint ownership of land, neighbourliness and mutual 

help, which made poverty foreign to Africans, and a 

holistic view of life would have to be revived. 1137 

The main objective of the Black Consciousness philosophy 

was to make blacks aware of their value and own standards 

of judgement. It rejected the value system of the oppres-

sor, as the criterion for civilization and humanness. 

Therefore the attemp of the reappropiation, rewriting 

and reinterpreting of black history was t~,·recover the 

positiveness of black history from the debris of white 

oppression, because: "A people without a positive 

history is like a vehicle without an engine. 1138 

There is a heavy emphasis on black pride and the exclusion 

of whites in Black Consciousness hence some liberal whites 

make the allegation that Black Conciousness is racism in 

reverse. In this regard Motlhabi asserts that there 

is no comparison between Black Consciousness and Apart

heid because discrimination, domination and subjugation 

is.inherent, in.the latter Blacks are not in a position 
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to subjugate whites, and therefore Black Consciousness 

. . 39 is not racist. Baartman confirms the fact that 

Black Consciousness is not racism in reve~se when he 

say~ that white as the norm for civilization and human-

ness must b . d 40 e reJecte . He instead refers to the 

difficult part of Black Consciousness which is: "To 

love the white man. 1141 To love the whites actually 

implies that blacks must love themselves and accept 

themselves the way God created them viz. black. With-

out this self love there can be no true love for the 

white neighbour. In this regard Boesak holds that 

when blacks are asked to love themselves, it is not 

only to urge them to hate dehumanization and a slave 

mentality, but also to encourage blacks t<?' ·realize 

and manifest their infinite personhood before God. 

They must resist with all their hearts every attempt 

to make them believe the opposite. 42 

Based on the above one can therefore say that Black 

Consciousness is an operation of love. The whole 

intention of Black Consciousness according to Baartman 

is to "reconcile man to God and man to man, the black 

man to the white man Therefore unity is a man 

uniting with another man, a unity of equals 11 • 43 
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The Black Consciousness philosophy gives pre-eminence 

to what they call God's deliberateness to create them 

44 
black. The fact that they are created black does 

not bother them, but Black Consciousness inspires 

them to take courage and pride to be black and fully 

human at the same time because it serves as an aware-

ness of their humanness to freedom, love and justice. 

The. Black Consciousness philosophy is a psychological 

awareness of black dignity. Therefore it rejects 

every thing or system that attempts to degrade their 

humanity and to alienate them from their history and 

45 
culture. It is a definite no to the negative stereo-. 

type of non-white. It is a positive yes to the assertion 

of true humanity. 

Black Consciousness philosophy is not only interested 

in the socio-political challenges, but it is also 

concerned about the spiritual dimension of the libera-

tion struggle because religion has played a significant 

role in forming and establishing the apartheid system 

with its negative anthropology. Therefore Black Theolo-

gy has to rewrite and reinterpret the Christian message 

. 46 from the situation of the oppressed. That is exactly 

where Black Theology starts its quest to be a relevant 
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theology, and not only a theology concerning the 

suffering of blacks. It attempts to be a theology 

'· 
that addresses the issues of total black human 

existence here ~nd now. According to its exponents 

Black Theology would not have emerged had the needs 

of blacks in the South African situation been ade-

quately dealt with. 47 Unfortunately this did not happen. 

Both Black Consciousness and Black Theology emerged 

from the Black experience. Both ~ttempt to alleviate 

the suffering of the oppressed and to articulate the 

grievances of the toiling masses in the South African 

48 
context. Both these movements constitute the emergence 

of a critical consciousness towards the negative anthro-

pology and mark the definite move towards a positive 

black anthropology. 

The emergence of Black Theology in both the U.S.A. and in S.A. 

inaugurated the theological basis of the critical con-

sciousness towards the negative anthropology, as well 

as the outlines for an authentic black anthropology. 

Black The~logy emerged from the black negative anthro-

pology, to proclaim the good news in the midst of 

oppression, because it aimed to encourage blacks to 

be aware of their humanity as humans among other humans. 

Blacks are urged to stand on their own feet and to demand. 
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those things that are their God-given right. 49 Black 

Theology therefore has the responsibility to exorcise 

the demons of inferiority~ self-hatred and self-contempt 

out of the·minds and hearts of the oppressed blacks. It 

further has the responsibility to tell them how to assert 

their own, black humanity.so The self affirmation by 

blacks according to Mpunzi is an absolute must, because 

God affirms their uniqueness as blacks. If they fail to 

do it, they fail to assert their own personhood, which is 

their blackness.SI 

The constant emphasis on the black assertion does not 

imply the denial of the white persons humanity. On 

the conirary, Boesak says that according t~t the Bible 

S2 human dignity is the unalienable right of every human. 

This view is also upheld by Gqubule when he asserts that 

all humans share in a fundamental humanity, because ~hey 

were all created in the image of God. All are partakers 

in the fall through Adam, and all have a share in their 

d . . J Ch . S3 re emption in esus rist. 

The authentic humanity black theologians are contemplating 

is not a Platonic dualistic view of humans, nor is it an 

anthropology that believes in the fact that humans are 

naturally evil. It is a more positive view of humans 
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that originates from the biblical view of humans 

who are created in God's image. 54 Black Theology 

reminds humans continually about their responsibility 

to construct and reconstruct social structures to the 

benefit of all humans
55 

because that is God's purpose 

for them here and now. 

The emergence of the critical consciousness towards 

this negative anthropology is continued in both the 

Kairos Document (KD)
56 

an& The Evangelical Witness (EW). 57 

At this point let u~ look more closely at what each of 

these documents has to say concerning the above. 

The KD critically examines the state theolo·gy, church 

theology, and contemplate a prophetic theology, in order 

to recover the humanity of the oppressed in the South 

Africa of the present.
58 

The state theology perpetuates 

the oppression by misusing the well known R6mans 13:1-7, 

where obedience to the authority is discussed. According 

to the KD it "is simply the theological justification of 

the status quo with its racism, capitalism and totalitarian

ism11. 59 The proponents of this theology further use terms 

like "Law and Order
1160 

in their justification and blessing 

of the oppressive situation. 

In the section "church theology 1161 the KD discusses the 
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problem.of violence, and non-violence in a situation of conflict 

62 between good and bad, right and wrong. The document 

contends that distinction should be made between structu-

ral violence perpetuated by the apartheid system, and 

retaliatory violence or self defence of the oppressed in 

th . h d. . 63 attempts recover eir uman ignity. The document 

emphasis the fact that there is no place for some neutrali-

64 ty in the conflict between oppressor and oppressed. 

The terms 'reconciliation and justice' are also discussed in 

this section. According to the KD reconciliation does 

not simply mean the holding of hands, and the arrangement 

of meetings between the oppressor and oppressed, without 

true repentance and conversion, because t~ue repentance 

d . . 1 d . . 65 an conversion inc u es restitution. It does not mean 

that two opposing partners gather around a cup of tea and 

after the meeting, each returns to his or her apartheid, 

abnormal existence. 

The KD holds that in the prime act of reconciliation 

Christ had to die, in order to pay the price of sin and 

evil, it was a costly price that he paid, therefore the 

66 church theology is offering a kind of cheap grace. 

In true reconciliation the sinners were reconciled with 

God, but the sin had to be renounced, because God and sin 
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cannot be reconciled, this is contrary to God's nature. 

The KD further asserts: "No reconciliation is possible 

in South Africa without justice, witho~the total dis-

1 f h 'd 1167 mant ing o apart ei . 

In the section on the "prophetic theology 1168 the KD 

contemplate a theology that will be relevant in the 

struggle for total liberation in which blacks will be 

able to recover the humanity. Therefore the KD contends 

that the prophetic theology should be based on the Bible 

and it should dicern the signs of the time. 69 After these 

two things are accomplished, the time in itself compells 

the oppressed to action, that is both confrontational and 

spiritua1.
70 

It implies that the dreadful:situation in 

South Africa compells the oppressed to turn to the Bible, 

their source.of inspiration, hope and encouragement. It 

spells the time of reckoning, the time of confrontational 

action. This is the essence of prophetic theology because 

it asserts the "denounce of sin and the anounce of salva~ 

tion". 71 

The EW supports what has been said above about status quo 

theology, the church theology and the prophetic theology. 

The EW asserts: "We therefore need to realize that a call 

to repentance is an call to a radical change. It is a call 
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to a radical break with sin. A radically new life is 

expected from a penitent sinner, after repentance, 

confession and forgiveness. 1172 

The only significant difference between these two 

documents, is ths issue on violence which was not dealt 

with in EW. All the other issues raised in the KD is 

reinterated by the EW. 

In recent history the Black Consciousness philosophy, 

and the two documents discussed above, articulate the 

thoughts of the oppressed and their criticism of the 

negation of their humanity. These critical voices in 

contemporary history of black suffering un~er oppression 

of apartheid mark the efforts of blacks to assert their 

black humanness, and to determine their own destiny with 

pride. This self-assertion is an affirmation of their 

dignity as creatures created in the image and likeness 

of God. It further reiterates the fact that God did not 

make a mistake by creating people black, because black 

is. beautiful. 

3.1.2 Parallels in American history 

The ancestors of the blacks in the U.S.A. were stolen 

..J.,; ____ .._ ____ - ··-
,•-" . --.-:---·-·--· -- .. - ...,--·-;---,.~----·· 
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from Africa and taken to America as slaves. More that 

three centuries ago blacks were alienated from mother 

Africa. They were systemaiically stripped~ physically 

and religiously, and were made to become strangers in a 

white dominated world where they were obliged to occupy 

the most degrading and humiliating position, viz. that 

of slaves. As such they were regarded as .mere objects; 

someone else's property. They were not allowed to live 

as families together. They were scattered, and sold like 

animals from auction blocks throughout America. 73 Whites 

in the U.S.A. subjected blacks to situations of servitude 

in which they were brainwashed to believe all the negative 

stereotypes. The newsmedia assisted in disseminating these 

negative self-images viz. black~ were infe~ior, irresponsi-

74 ble, lazy, etc. 

This mental attitude prevailed even after the Emancipation 

Declaration, because this declaration did not affirm or 

declare that blacks were humans, it simply said that they 

75 
were free. Jones contends that this negative self-image 

in recent history prevailed because blacks were associated 

with poverty and low economic status. The segregated so-

cial life, like schools and neighbourhoods, contributed 

to the f u.r the ran c e o f th i s s i tu at ion t hat b o th· p s y ch o 1 o g i -

cally and socially degraded blacks, and helped them to doubt 
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their human worth. 76 

The emergence of the Civil Rights Movement and the Black 

Power Movement in the U.S.A. spearheaded the critical 

consciousness towards the negative anthropology and con-

tributed significantly to the emergence of the positive 

black anthropology. During the late fifties and the 

early sixties blacks in America became severely critical 

of their experiences of subjugation, exploitation and 

oppression because of their blackness. 77 Martin Luther 

King, an articulate preacher, criticized black oppression, 

"insisting upon his rights as a human being and equality 

as a citizen". 78 King's approach to bring . .'about socio

political and economic change was a combination of what 

he called Christian love and non-violent resistance. 

Through non-violent resistance he aimed to resist the evil 

system and to be able to love the perpetrators of this 

system. 79 

In their struggle for freedom and the total recovery of 

their human dignity, King constantly reminded blacks not 

to hate the whites, nor to use violence but to love the 

whites no matter how difficult it may be. 8° King criti

cjzed segregation because it desacralized human personhood, 

and the essential being, which is rooted in the freedom 

-.·----··---------.---·---- - -·-···· ·- -· ------·-~-
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81 
of the total human. King also advocated that the 

"economy should become more person centred that profit 

centred''.
82 

It is evident that King espdused integra-

tion as a way to escape from powerlessness, because he 

actually rejected the perpetuation of injustice, oppres

sion and exploitation of blacks. 83 

During June 1966, the Black Power Movement came into 

being. The birth of this Movement marks the split in 

the Civil Rights Movements on the issues of white par

ticipation and non-violence in the struggle for liberation. 84 

Albert Cleage, Jnr., asserts that the only way to move from 

powerlessness, is to reject what he calls the dream of inte

gration. 85 Black Power according to Cone is the black 

person's emancipation from all oppressive hinderances. It 

implies black freedom and that blacks accept the fact that 

they are black and fully human with the ability to deter- -

mine their own destiny.
86 

Black Power is also an attitude 

of the mind, in which the black· person freely say yes to 

his black being.
87 

Major Jones agrees with Cone, that 

Black Power or black awareness primarily deals with all 

deep questions of personhood as the basic and essential 

issue.
88 

Cone further holds that-Black Power is a force 

of affirmation of the black personhood in spite of white 

social structures which dehumanize him or her into a 

··------~--~- -~-----·-·· ... ·- -~-~----· --
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bl k b . 89 ac or a non- eing. 

According to Jones, Black Power changes the aim of in-

tegration to a kind of semi-separation, in which blacks 

will be free from white domination and paternalism so 

that they can discover their own ability to give direc

tion. 90 The Black Power Movement rejects integration 

insisting that the main issue is the emancipation of blacks 

from the view contemplated and perpetuated by the negative 

anthropology. 

In both the early and recent South African history, as 

well as in the parallels of American history, it is evi-

dent that the critical consciousness towards the negative 

anthropology is a definite move towards a.positive black 

anthropology. This black anthropology entails the human 

dignity of blac~s from which their human rights originates. 

Black anthropology affirms their God-given rights, which 

are denied under the ap~theid system. The recovery ·and 

maintainance of these rights in an oppressive situation 

necessarily leads to confrontation. This is evident in 

the KhoiKhoi wars, the so-called "Kaffir Wars", the national-

istic struggles, the Civil Rights Movements, and both the 

Black Awareness Movements. In South Africa where apartheid 

is alive as never before, the struggle continues for the 

assertion of the black peoples' dignity. The main emphasis 

-.... ,_. 
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in all these struggles is.to get the basic message 

across to the oppressor: blacks are humans and not 

things; they are somebodies and not somethings. They 

are black because God created them that way, and the 

colour of their skin should not be the determining 

factor of their existence. This message is especially 

for blacks to know that,God loves them the way they are 

and they need not get rid of their blackness in an attempt 

to gain God's favour. It is also a message to whites that 

they may get used to the idea that blacks are humans who 

are here to demand what is rightfully theirs. 

3.2 A THEOLOGICAL - ETHICAL EVALUATION OF THE POSITIVE BLACK HUMANITY 

It is first of all important to mention that from a theological 

point of view no image of humanity or anthropology bears an 

inherent genetic moral superiority, or enjoys God's special 

favour. All anthropological models are subject to ethical 

criteria, that derive from the biblical anthropology. 

When one examines the positive black anthropology according to 

the principles outlined in biblical anthropology, certain posi

tive values that are ethically justifiable emerge. These values 

... ·-. 

. ~ .... 
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are the emphasis on individual dignity a God-given universal 

aspect from which derives the principles of human rights. These 

rights presuppose equality, freedom and responsibility. Personal 

human dignity is what makes people human. According to black 

-theology, this is not a human product or a favour blacks are 

receiving from whites it is God-given and as such something 

in which all humans share. 

From this fundamental dignity flows the basic human rights, such 

as the right to life, recognition, cultural identity, participa-

tion in the decision making process, freedom of opinion and speech, 

personal dignity and freedom.
91 

These principles presuppose equ

ality in all spheres of life, for all people created in the image 

and likeness of God. It is significant to note that inspite of 

the raw deal blacks are receiving due to the apartheid system, 

they still cherish a system in which the humanity of both the 

oppressor and the oppressed is acknowledged and maintained. 

The difference between Christian (Augustinian) anthropology and 

black anthropology lies in the fact that the Christian anthropo-

logy pays too much attention to the fact that humans are sinners. 

This according to black anthropology has contributed to the nega

. tive anthropology, that is perpetuated by the apartheid existence. 

To avoid that negative tone about humans, black anthropology 

places emphasis on both the original state of humans and the 
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restoration of humans in Christ. This does not imply that the 

fall is not taken seriously by .black anthropology; it only 

states the fact that this is not the starting point of the 

positive black anthropology. Black anthropology does not be

lieve that humans are evil by nature, but they proclaim that 

according to the divine intention humans were created positive

ly, and the restoration in Christ is indeed a restoration of 

this positiveness that humans originally received. 

Black anthropology did not have any schism in mind or on its 

agenda, because its main object has always been to encourange 

blacks not to believe all the negative stereotypes others have 

of .them. Instead they should believe and assert their positive 

black anthropology. In the apartheid situation ~here the nega

tive anthropology exists, the assertion of the positive black 

anthropology is emerging like a totalitarian ideological system 

in the miniature, which advocates schism between right and wrong, 

negative anthropology and positive anthropology. The negative 

anthropology perpetuated by white theology is unmasked as an 

abnormal, immoral theology that cannot be the criterion for 

black existence. In this way black anthropology elevates itself 

above white dominating theology, becoming the criterion of the 

order for the South African society. One can say that in the 

abnormal situation created by white theology, black anthropology 

promotes schism, because it contemplates a total break from what 

is called the negative anthropology toe a positive black anthro-

! 
... · _____ / 
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pology. Black anthropology aims at normalizing of the situation, 

and it is particularly cautious not to make the same mistake 

white theology made, therefure it reiterates the fundamental 

human dignity which is the God-given right of every human being 

' irrespective of skin colour. It does not advocate domination 

of one group over another. 

The ethical dimension of the positive black anthropology lies 

in its attempt to avoid becoming an ideology though it may seem 

unlikely when one hears the phrase 'black anthropology' . This 

phrase should be viewed agianst the background of the negative 

anthropology in which black is automatically associated with bad, 

evil, inferior and sub-human, therefore black anthropology high-

lights the positiveness of being black and fully h~man at the same 
' 

time. It emphasizes the principles inherent in the biblical anthro-

pology, viz. equility, dignity, freedom and responsibility for all 

humans regardless of race or origin. In this regard one can fairly 

say, that the assertion of a positive black anthropology is cen-

tripital and that white anthropology is centrifugal in relation 

to the biblical anthropology. 

··~- -- ··. -- ' .. - .. ·- --- ··-·-------------.../_..__~- -
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CHAPTER 4 

THE QUEST FOR A TRUE HUMANITY NECESSITATES LIBERATION 

We have identified the problem as being the oppression of 

blacks resulting in a denial of their God-given dignity and 

right to assert themselves. It is also a denial of the fact 

that they are created in the image and likeness of God, equal 

with other humans and having certain basic human rights that 

are not acknowledged and respected by whites. 

The positive black anthropology that emerged as a critical 

consciousness serves as a corrective, to the nega~ive anthro

pology. It is further a mental reawakening to their own human 

dignity and worth as beings, created in God's image;\ It implies 

liberation because it eradicates slave mentality and it asserts 

the humanness of blacks, while it affirms the fact that th~y 

are children of God. 

Black theology, however is not satisfied with the mere positive 

mental attitude of blacks concerning their human worth. Its 

main objective is the total recovery of the black humanity on all 

levels of life. For this reason the positive black anthropology 

necessitates liberation. Liberation is not only the reawakening 

of black awareness, or a certain spiritual salvation, that is 

, ... :._ -· -·-··-------·- .__,.. ~--·-- -- -:-.' ··-- - ·-- ....... --------- -- -····-·-------·--- ... -· - .--~----:-.-~. -
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confined to the soul of the individual. It is the wholeness 

of life that implies peace (shalom). The liberation we are 

speaking of is defined by Gustavo Guttierez as follows: "Sal

vation is not something other-worldly, in regarded to which 

the present life is merely a test. Salvation - the communion 

of men (humans) with God and the communion of men (humans) 

among themselves - is something which embraces all human reali

ty, transforms it, and leads it to its fullness in Christ. 111 

For this reason we have to deal-with liberation in this thesis. 

In this chapt~r we shall examine the liberation motif in the Old 

and New Testaments. We shall take a close look at the Exodus 

paradigm in the Old Testament, and note its relevance for black 

theology, because liberation as outlined by these texts plays 

a significant role in black theology. We shall review the Exo

dus paradigm and the Nazareth Manifesto against the backdrop of 

the different understandings of God in the Old and New Testaments. 

The different understandings of God in the Old Testament will be 

dealt with under the following headings: 

God of the fathers; 

God of the Exodus; 

God of Sina.i; 

God of the conquest; 

God of the Exile. 

In the New Testament we shall look at the understanding of 

God in the Prologue of John's Gospel and in the Synoptic Gospels. 
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In the light of the above we shall examine the assumptions of 

black theologians regarding the liberation motif. The assump-

tions that Yahweh is the Liberator of the oppressed today, in 

the same way as in the Exodus paradigm, and that Jesus is bias 

in favour of the poor according to the Nazareth Manifesto. 

According to black theology, these two paradigms clearly illti

strate the fact that God is on the side of the oppressed and 

the poor, in the situation of conflict where injustice, oppres

sion and exploitation is ~erpetuated. 

4.1 THE UNDERSTANDING OF GOD IN THE BIBLE 

People are inclined to speak about the God of th~· Bible in 

terms of the Yahwistic tradition. They normally refer to 

Israel as twelve tribes, who are adherence of the Yahwistic 

tradition. These assumptions are mi~taken, because there are 

different traditions in the Old 'Testament and Israel was not 

a unit of twelve tribes from the beginning. 

According· to Deist and Du Plessis in God and his Kingdom 2 

when certain texts are closely examined, it becomes clear 

that there are at least three traditions on the origination 

of the Yahwistic religious tradition. 3 These texts are as 

follows: In Exodus 6:2-3 Yahweh says to Moses that he did not 

... -. ------..·---·-. 
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reveal himself as, Yahweh to the patriarchs, but as El Shadday 

in Genesis 4:26, when the people began to implore God as Yahweh, 

by name, and when God told Moses at the burning bush that his 

nam is I AM (Elyeh). 4 

4.1.1 God of the fathers 

The patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob refered to God 

5 as El of the fathers (Gen. 31:5, and 42). · 

It is also important to note that in the patriarchal 

narratives we are dealing with different clans who 

worshipped an El of the f~thers to whom t~iy refered 

differently on different occasions. Therefore we have 

names like Elyon (Gen. 14~20-22), El Shadday (Gen. 17:1) 

6 and El Olam (Gen. 21:33). 

Certain significant characteristics were attributed to 

El of the fathers, such as omnipresence and the El reli-

gi6n did not make Use of ~ny intercessors, images, or 

mythology. While they acknowledged the existence of 

other gods, they worshipped only one God. The El tra-

ditions further revolved around the promise of a land 

and of decendants. 7 
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4.1.2 ,God of the Exodus 

The experience of the Exodus constitutes a fundamental 

religious significance which relates to the event of 

the liberat~on from Egypt. This event runs like a 

golden chord through the Old Testament and serves as an 

inspiration to renew and strengthen the faith of Israel 

in Yahweh no matter what their circumstances. 

The El of the fathers from Moses onwards reveals some 

unique ,characteristics worth mentioning in order to ob

tain a clear picture of the whole important Exodus event. 

The God of the fathers made himself known as a God who 

has a special concern for the oppressed people in Egyptian 

bondage who called on him from their situation of slavery 

(Exodus 3). His reply to their cry was his intervention 

into human history to vindicate their liberation from 

8 bondage. 

This act of liberation also revealed the compassionate 

El of the fathers as a War-God who conquered the armies 

of Pharoah, to fully realize the liberation of the op

pressed who cried unto him. He further intervened in the 

course of nature, to enable the oppressed to flee from 

their oppressors, by blocking ihe waters of the sea like 

a wall~ while he allowed the oppressors to be drowned. 
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9 The God of the Exodus wants to rule supreme. 

4.1.3 The God of Sinai 

The names of Yahweh, Moses and Sinai are closely related, 

because Mount Sinai marks the place where God gave the 

Ten Commandments to Moses and communicated with his 

1 d . 1 10 peop e irect y. According to the Sinai experience, 

the people realized that Yahweh lived on this mountain 

and he speaks through his servant Moses with whom he 

11 communicated regularly. 

4.1.4 The God of the conquest 

In (Joshua 24) it is assumed that the three traditions, 

namely the patriarchal people, the Joseph people and the 

Moses people, gathered at Schechem to form a unity of 

twelve tribes with their faith in Yahweh as the binding 

factor. The events of the exodus and the conquest were 

interwoven and it revolves around their acknowledgedment 

of Yahweh as the God of War, with.monotheism as its fuh-

d 1 . . 1 12 amenta pr1nc1p e. The concepts of Yahweh that has a 

special c~ncern for the opp~essed is elaborated in the 
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community of the twelve tribes, when Yahweh is pro-

claimed as the God of justice, who does not tolerate 

injustice and exploitation of the weak. This basic 

principle of justice that originates from Yahweh, de-

mands that equality and justice receive preference in 

society. 

4.1.5 The God of the Northern Kingdom 

In vie~·of the fact that the Northern Kingdom relied so 

heavily on the Exodus and Sinai traditions, their whole 

understadning of God was aligned to that oi these two 

traditions. 

They interpreted and applied these events as rules for 

life. The great act ofliberation as outlined in the 

Exodus was interpreted in terms of Yahweh demands of the 

people he liberated. he in fact demanded from them merci-

fulness towards others. 

His pres.ence and protection could not be taken for granted 

but he made covenants with those he liberated and they were 

h h b d . 14 to respect this covenant t roug o e ience. 
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In terms of the heavy reliance on the exodus event, the 

people in the Northern Kingdom clearly understood the 

fact that Yahweh was baised in favour of the weak and 

the oppressed who called on him. They therefore acknow-

15 ledged him as a God with power to liberate or to rescue. 

Prophets like Amos and Hosea's whole understanding and 

proclamation of God was shaped and formed by these two 

d . . 1. . 16 events an its imp 1cations. 

4.1.6 The God of the Southern Kingdom 

The experience of the Southern Kingdom differed signif i-

cantly from that of their Northern counterpart therefore 

their history and view of God also differed from the view 

of those who experienced the Exodus and Sinai events. 

They depended on the partriarchai tradition and depended 

on their own experiences for their view of God. 17 

The King, the temple and the city of Zion were manifesta-

tion of God's will. These were also symbols of God's 

t . d 1 . . . . f th . f . h 18 au omatic presence an a egitimization o eir ait . 

Some of the prophets in the Southern Kingdom were satis-

fied with the upholding of the status quo, while others 
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like Amos and Hosea had their doubts about God's 

automatic presence. They spoke out against this 

by demanding justice for all in Judah or Judah would 

face destruction. 19 

4.1.7 The God of the exile 

The experience of the exile renewed the whole under-

standing of God, especially in the Southern Kingdom. 

It is aignificant to note that the Deuteronomist en-

courages the exiled not to blame God for their situation, 

but instead to confess their sins before God, calling 

h d . 20 t em to repentance an conversion. 

The Deuteronomist further reiterates the fact that God 

is just and merciful and has a special concern for the 

helpless and oppressed people who call on him. 

4.2 GOD IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

For our purpose it is only necessary to look at the understanding 

of God in the New Testament, to the gospels. We shall first con-

centrate on the prologue to John's gospel and then take a look at 

the revelation of God in Christ in the Sinoptic gospels. Here we 
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shall be able to see clearly how God in Christ reveals the same 

Old Testament charasteristi~s of Yahweh. 

4.2.1 The Prologue of John's Gospel 

In the prologue concerning the Logos it is said that: 

"In the beginning the Logos was, and the Logo·s was with 

God, and the Logos was 'God ... and the Logos took on 

flesh and descended to dwell among people of flesh and 

blood."." (John 1:1, 14) According to Ladd, New Testa-

21 
ment background, where Yahweh spoke a creative Word .. 

The purpose of the Logos was to reveal life to all men 

(1:4), light (1:45), grace (1:14), truth (1:14), glory 

(1:14) and God himself (1:18).
22 

God revealed himself in Christ as the Messiah, because 

in chapter 1:41 the brother of Andrew testifies to his 

brother Peter, by telling him that he has found the 

M . h 23 essia . Secondly he revealed himself as the Son of 

Man. This concept is used frequently by Jesus concerning 

himself. 

4.2.2 The Synoptics 

With reference to the Synoptics this saying is used in 
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three different ways ... "the Son of Man ministering on 

.earth, the Son of Man in humiliation and death, the Son 

of Man corning in glory to judge man and inaugurate the 

Kingdom of God. 1124 In the Synoptic gospels God revealed 

himself in Christ as the merciful God who has a special 

concern for the sick (Matt. 8:17), the dernonized (Mk. 5), 

the blind (Mk. 10), the hungry and needy (Luke 1:53) and 

the poor (Luke 4:18). 25 

Lastly God revealed himself in Christ as the Son of God. 

This saying forms one of the significant differences 

between John's Gospel and the Synoptic Gospel, because 

it explicitly refers to Christ as the Son of God, and 

this constitute the main objective of the Johannine Gos-

pel (chapter 20:31) where it is proclaimed, so that the 

people may believe it. 

Having dealt with the concepts of God in both the Old and 

New Testaments we shall now esarnine the Exodus paradigm 

and the Nazareth Manifesto. Thereafter we will be in a 

position to evaluate the assumptions of certain black 

theologians concerning liberation, which is the herrne-

neutical key in black theology. 
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4.3 THE EXODUS PARADIGM 

For this exercise our focus is on Exodus 1-15 .. We shall initially 

review the situation leading up to the Exodus event. Thereafter 

we turn our attention toe the actual event of liberation from 

Egypt and the implications thereof for Israel. 
I 

4.3.1 The situation of oppression 

Exodus chapter one tells a story of immigration. The 

seventy member strong family of Jacob emmigrated to 

Egypt in order to escape the famine that struck Israel. 

They joined Joseph who was already an Egypjian citizen. 

After Joseph's death his decendants multiplied to such 

an extent that they posed a serious threat to the ruling 

Pharoah. This king did not know Joseph's history. He 

feared that in the event of war the Israelites migh~ join 

Egypt's enemies and leave the country. The king then came 

up with shrewd plans to reduce the numbers of the Israelites. 

The Israelites were severely oppressed by being forced into 

terrible conditions of slavery. They were compelled to 

built the cities Pitom and Ramses. Inspite of both Pha-

roah's forced birth control programme and their oppression 

they continued to multiply. 

I 
. - ·-------._,......._-.-
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The king then com~anded that all boy babies born to the 

Israelite women should be killed. This was a draconian 

act demanding that innocent boys must die because they 

were Israelites. 

In Exodus chapter two we read of the birth of the Israelite 

Moses, his adoption by Pharoah's daughter, the murder of 

the Egyptian slave driver, and of Moses subsequent flee 

to Midian where he married Jethro's daughter. During this 

period of slavery, the Israelites cried to God for help 

and deliverance. God heard their cry, he remembered his 

covenant with the patriarchs, he ~ their oppression, 

he was concerned about their suffering (verses 23-24). 

Severino Croatto says: "The Hebrews 'cry out' to Yahweh 

while they 'hope' for liberation. 1126 

In Exodus chapter three Yahweh called Moses at 

the burning bush and revealed himself to Moses 

as the God that hears, sees, remembers and is 

moved with compassion b~ the cry of the oppres

sed. The conversation between Yahweh and Moses 

in Exodus 3:11, 13 and 4:1, 10, reveals Moses' 
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fears and doubts regarding his new responsibi

lity. He even asks Yahweh to send someone 

else. Croatto assumes that this dialogue was 

necessary because "only in this Yahwist-Elohist 

account of Exodus 3-5 do the people come to 

'believe'". 27 

Exodus 7-11 give an account of the plagues which 

was God's way of dealing with the oppressor. 

Here we see how difficult it is for oppressor to 

be obedient to God's voice, because of his own 

selfishness. Pharoah's disobedience had a de

trimental effect on the liberating process be

cause it nurtured inner doubts and fears in the 

hearts and minds of the oppressed Israelites. 28 

The events recounted in Exodus 1-11 served as a 

very important preparation period. After God 

saw the oppression and heard the cry of the 

oppressed, he called Moses and sent him to 

Pharoah with a message to release God's people. 

In this time of preparation God hardened the 
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heart of Pharoah and thereby developed the faith 

of his people, so that they should know that in 

spite of the serverity oftheir oppression, there 

is a God who sees, hears, remembers and cares 

about them. He is moved with passion by their 

cry and he is deeply concerned about their suf-

fering. 

4.3.2 Liberation from Egypt 

Exodus 12-15 relates the whole liberation event marked 

at the beginning by the Lords Passover. 

Exodus 12:11 onwards recounts the actual liberation from 

Egyptian oppression and the necessity to annually cele-

brate this liberation. The annual celibration is a 

liberative memory for the oppressed, but it is a sub-

29 versive memory for the oppressor. On the one hand 

it implies freedom from oppression, while it implies 

judgement to the oppressor. 

In the period of Exodus 7-10 God spoke to the oppressor 

by the mouths of Moses and Aaron in a peaceful manner, 

but when the oppressor did not listen to them God ultimate 
' 

- -- ··-·- - -.---~--
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ly used violent methods to bring about change in the 

heart of the oppressor and in the situation of the 

30 oppressed. The death of the first horns of the 

Egyptians changed the hearts but not the mentality of the 

oppressor. After the Israelites left Egypt, Pharoah fol-

lowed them in hot pursuit. Yahweh therefore took the 

Israelites through the sea in a miraculous manner while 

the Egyptians were drowned in the sea. 

When the oppressed Israelites were trapped between 

Pharoah's men and the deep blue sea, their hearts were 

terrified and they immediately blamed Moses for the fact 

that they were going to die in the wilderness. They 

asserted that they preferred to serve the ,Egyptians, as 

slaves rather than to die liberated in the desert· (Exod. 

14:5-12). This reaction of. the Israelites was due to 

the fact that they were liberated from Egypt, but 

Egyptian servitude was still reigning supreme in their 

mentality, and they therefore needed to be liberated from 

this dangerous oppression as well. Their inward fear to 

stand on their feet and to be what God wanted them to be 

also prevented them from entering the promised land (Deut. 

1:27-28). The oppressed in South Afirca today needs to be 

liberated from this same inner oppression that prevents 

them from being what God wants them to be . 

. ,.., .. -... 
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The event of the Exodus is essentially a religious 

phenomenon. The oppressed called to Yahweh from their 

situation of oppression and suffering. Yahweh replied 

by initiating liberation and therefore he is to receive 

31 all honour and glory. 

4.4 THE NAZARETH MANIFESTO 

We shall do a detailed exegesis of the whole pericope Luke 

4:16-30 which is commonly known as the Nazareth Manifesto. We 

shall use the structural analysis as outlined by both Combrink 32 

d M . 33 an azamisa. Thereafter we shall be looking at the narrative 

and figurative orginizations of the pericope. The detailed 

exegesis will enable us to see whether the pericope is marred 

. h . . . 34 wit incongruities. We shall focus ~n the quotation from 

Isaiah 61 which in turn refers to Leviticus 25 where the Year of 

Jubilee with all its implications is explained. It is within 

this context one has to understand Jesus' words in the synagogue, 

when he quotes Isaiah 61 and says that it is fulfilled in him. 

This quotation clearly alludes to the liberation of the poor 

35 and the oppressed. 

Before moving to the structural analysis we should first of all 

take cognizance of the fact that certain biblical scholars 

assume that this difficult pericope is full of literaiy and 

- -·-- -··- ·- .. ~· .. ~---·-----
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36 structural problems. This pericope should be viewed in the 

context of the Luke-Acts framework. 

-: ·------- ·---·----------- --- . _ .. _~_ 
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4.4.1 Structural analysis of Luke 4:16-30 
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4.4.1 Structural analysis of Luke 4:16-30 

(b) 

.. _) 

Colon 1 --~~~Entrance:Persona grato-~~~~~--

BLOCK A ACTION Jesus reads ! 
I -"' Cola 2-8-

µ. -
... BLOCK B REACTION Nazareth 

iiltnes~es .;~ 
... 

Cola 9-11 

BLOCK C. ACTION Jesus explains ' .. 
"" """ 

Cola 12-13 

- -
BLOCK D REACTION Nazareth. - ... 
Cola, 14-16 violent 

Colon 171~~~- Exit: Persona non grat~~~~~~--

. · .. , 
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4.4.2 Explanation of the structural analysis 

The pericope is devided into four block by both Dr. Com~ 

brink and Dr. Mazamisa. Dr. Combrink is a white theolo-

gian teaching Biblical Studies at the Rand Afrikaans 

University. Dr. Mazamisa is a black theologian teaching 

Biblical Studies at the University of Cape Town. They 

respectively numbered their diagrammes (A,B,A 1 ,B 1 ) and 

37 (A,B,C,D). 

BLOCK A constitutes cola 1-8 

g~!~~-! forms the introduction and need not to be coupled 

up with the preceeding verses. Ac~ording to 

Mazamisa Jesus entered the Nazareth synogogue as 

a very important or famous person, because verse 15 

asserts that "everyone praised ·horn". 38 

g~!~--~=~ consist of a cluster that describe his aqaiuntance 

with the synogogue and his actions in the synogogue. 39 

Cola 4-6 form a cluster. Colon 4 mentions that Jesus read 

from the bood of Isaiah, which is supposed to be 

read at the mouth of Tishri according to the lee-

. h 40 tionary t eory. Billerbecks's conclusion i~ that 
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in the time of Jesus, reader had freedom of 

h 
. 41 

c oice. Colon 5 includes quotations from 

Isaiah 61:1-2 and 58:6. Mazamisa asserts that 

these verses form their own structure, which is 

inverted parallelism and it is pivotal. The words 

Ke~uxai and ephe~ei also have pi~otal meaning in the 

structure. Mazamisa compares the Hebrew versions of 

the structure and concludes that the Lukan version of 

Isaiah is nGt a word for word adaptation of the Mas-

sorete Text (MT). There are theories which hold 

that Luke used other versions or that he freely 

quoted, and though there are differences between 

the Lukan version and the MT, the nucleus remains 

· h 42 Th . f I . h . . t e same. e quotations rom sa1a is not in 

Matthew 13:53-58 and Mark 6:1-6. 

Colon 6 concludes the above reading of Jesus uttered in 

cluster 4 and 5, while colon 7 alludes to the 

theme of the synogogue in cluster 2 and 3. Accor-

ding to Combrink this constitutes a ring-composi

tion. 43 The atenizote~ (gazing eyes) are signifi-

cant in this colon. 

Colon 8 completes the cluster of colon 5, as Jesus refers 

back to the Old Testament quotation. The keyword 

in both this colon and the whole ~ericope is ~eme~on 
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pepfe~otai (today the scripture has been fulfilled). 

BLOCK B links colon 9-11 together. 

g~!~~-~ describes the response of the Nazareth people, "they 

all were amazed at the gracious words that came from 

his lips" (verse 22 NIV). The key word in this colon 

is lma~tu~on (bare witness). 

g~!~~-!Q also refers to the response of the audience. Cola 

4 and 10 constitute a "lexical unity 1144 because 

they both describe the behaviour of the audience. 

The reason why the people were amazed is not crystal 

clear. 

Colon 11 "is a varient of Mart 6:3 where Jesus is called 

the son of Mary. 1145 

BLOCK A1 includes cola 12-13. 

Cola 12 and 13 Mazamisa's contends that it forms a step 

parallelism, and that cola 12 Jesus articulated the 

implicit demand of the audience to see miracles. 

·- ~ ...... ,,-.-: .. ------ - ---- --- -- ... -· -·~---·---
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The keyword are lal~e (Physician) and deklo-0 (accep-

table). It is the only instance where Jesus refers 

to the real attitude of the people namely their im-

plicit demand in 12a. This is also the beginning 

of the change of attitude of the people. The second 

part of colon 13 displays the anti-thetical paralle-

lism. "The election-rejection motif be.comes domi-

nant. The election-rejection motif in colon 5 1s 

repeated here, because there Jesus elects the poor, 

the captives, the blind and the oppressed. 1146 

BLOCK B
1 

or BLOCK D constitutes cola 14~16. 

Cola 14-16 reveal a structural unit that describe the reaction 

of the audience. What happened here seems to be ab-

surd. The following questions need to be answered: 

how did Jesus escape the fixed eyes of the crowd? 

Or does it mean that violence and hatred has such 

bl . d. ff . t . . 4 7 in ing e ects on i s victims. 

48 ~~!~~-!Z - Jesus left his hometown as a pe~-0ona non g~ala , 

because the same audience that welcomed him so 

eagerly now wants to throw him over the brow of the 

hill on wh~ch Nazareth was built . 

. . ---·- --- ··-·-·•-.~---:- .. ~---·- -- ---· ------
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In conclusion it is important to note that both 

schematic analyse have four blocks, although there 

are some differences in their inte~pretations. 

4.4.3 The explanation of the key word in Luke 4:16-30 

We shall be concentrating on the key words which are 

valuable for the comprehension of this narrative, instead 

of doing a word by word exegis. These key words are under-

lined in the above-mentioned blocks. 

BLOCK A: colon would be linked with preceding narrative, 

ends with verses 14 and 15. After the ministry of 

Jesus in Galilea (verse 14) and Judea (John 1:35-

4:44) Jesus returns to Nazareth where he was brought 

up. It seems that the inhabitans of his hometown 

had already received the news of its miraculous 

ministry in Capernaum and elsewhere. His return 

to his hometown provided them with an opportunity 

to see Him perform wonder~ such a sensational wel-

come in Nazareth. He entered Nazareth as a p€~~ona 

g~ata. The key words in vers 16 are Kai €llhon (and 

he came), Kai coupled this narrative with the prece-

ding ons. llthon text ref er to a special or im-

. . N h 49 portant visit to azaret . 
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In colon 3 the key words ane~le anagnomai (stood up 

to read) refers to reading from the scroll of Isaiah, 

while standing, could be interpreted that he indi

cated to officiate the whole service. 50 

In colon 5 we have a cluster which constitutes the 

heart of the narrative. It consists of the quota-

tion from Isaiah which is actually an inverted 

parallelis~ both the implicit and explicit conceptio-

nal movement hinges on ape~lal ken me ke~uxai aichma-

loloi~ aphe~in (he has sent me to proclaim to captives 

release) and kai luphio~ anailep~in (and to the blind-

ones sight). The key word that forms this structure 

·11 b d 1 . h 51 wi e ea t wit now. 

Pneuma ku~iou (Spirit of the Lord: The pneuma in 

both the Old and New Testament has a variety of 

meanings. In the Old Testament pneuma (spirit) is 

translated as ~uach (breath) and as such it means the 

breath fo God which constitutes the personal will of 

God and moral objectives. Luke uses pneuma (spirit) 

and dunami~ (power) which is translated power that 

proceeded form God in order.to bring something in 

. 52 existence. 

The Pneuma ku~iou (Spirit of the Lord) in this peri-
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cope has certain functions. He ench~i~e (anoints) 

Jesus, just like the Old Testament kings, prophets 

and priests were anointed, but while they were a-

nointed with oil, Jesus is anointed with the spirit 

of power, to eugge.li~a~thai (to evangelize) the 

piocho~ (the poor). If we see this anointing with 

the spirit as the endowning of Jesus with the kingly 

office, then surely he is the king of the poor, who 

came to proclaim the good .news to the poor. 7his 

does not refer to the idealisation of poverty, be-

~ause it is seen in the Old Testament as a humili-

ating and abnormal state, which consequently leads 

to situations of dependence .and oppression or the 

weak being dominated by the powerful rich. 53 

The Pneuma ku~iou that has sent Jesus ape~talken, 

with a special mission. In this part of the peri-

cope the servant image 54 of Jesus is confirmed, 

because he conceded to his mission in complete 

obedience. This mission of Jesus includes the 

proclamation ke~uxai, liberation or release to the 

captives. The key word aphe~in has quite a number 

of meanings such as forgiveness, release and libe-

. 55 ration. 

Jesus also proclaimed liberation for the Aichmalotoi~ 
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the prisoners of war and the luphloi~ anallep~in 

(blind ones sight). In the light of the fact that 

these groups of people derived from the Old Testa

ment inverted parallelism, it is clear that this 

poor, captives and blind, does not refer to some 

religious symbolic situation, but it addresses 

the real material situation of blindness for 

instance, because this could easily be the pri

soners of war who were blinded by their captors. 56 

The Pneuma ku~iou (Spirit of the Lord) has sent 

Jesus to set the crushed ones free, apo~teilai 

teth~a~meno~ en aphe~ei. This portion of Isaiah 

58:6 were inserted and teth~a~meno~ ~ctually de

scribes a situation that implies to break, weaken 

or to oppress. Both the parables of the great 

feast (Luke 14:15-24) where the pooi, the crippled, 

the blind and the lame were gathered, and that of 

parable of the good Samaritan in Luke 10:25-37, 

describes these leth~a~meno~. All these groups 

mentioned in this pericope are real human beings 

of flesh and blood. 57 

This Pneuma ku~iou (Spirit of the Lord) has also 

sent Jesus proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord -

.--·- ~--~--·-·--- -·------. -~ .. ~.~ 
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eniauion ku~iou dekion. The good news which the 

anointed servant of Yahweh proclaims to the poor 

has a jubilee undertone, therefore Sloan sees a 

direct relationship between Luke 4:19 and Leviti-

cus 25, when the jubilee legislation entails, that 

all debts will be cancelled (whether it be characte-

rized by mortaged property, personal indenture, or 

58 
outright loans). This view is also reiterated by 

Yoder when he refers to certain characteristics of 

the jubilee year, viz: 

1. "the leaving of the soil fallow; 

2. the remission of debts; 

3. the liberation of slaves; and 

4. the return to each individual of his 

family property. 1159 

On the basis of Yoders contribution concerning the 

jubilee year, it. is clear that Jesus regarded ~he 

matter in a serious light, therefore he declare to 

the audience in Nazareth that in him this prophecy 

of Isaiah is fulfilled. 60 

BLOCK B: The key words in this block are ema~tu~on (colon 

9), eihaunazon (colon 10) and ioi~ lagoi~ cha~iton 

(colon 10). 
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In this block we have the response of the audience 

to the reading and words of Jesus in Bl~ck A. They 

bore witness (ema~iu~on) and they marvelled (eihaumazon) 

at the gracious word of Jesus - (ioi~ fogoi~ cha~ito~). 

These words were even more gracious to the poor, the 

blind, the oppressed and the prisoners. 

BLOCK A
1

: In this block the two key words are iai~e (physi

cian) and dekio~ (acceptance). The implicit demand 

of the crowd in the synagogue were not satisfied, 

because they expected to see the miracles they had 

heard of. They expected Jesus to heal the sick, but 

when this did not happened, Jesus explained to them 

how they will scold him. 61 

Dekio~ (acceptance) should be understood in the 

light of iai~e (healing). Healings were not per

formed in Nazareth because Jesus was not acceptable. 62 

BLOCK B
1

: In this block we have the reaction of the crowd 

in the synogogu~ after their curiosity w~s not satis-

fied. The key word is ihumou (anger) - the crowd 

responded with anger and tried to kill Jesus. 63 
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This block illustrates the universal nature of Jesus 

and the kingdom of God in both the Old and New Testa-

ment. In cola 5-8 he outlines his mission to the 

poor, blind, captives and the oppressed while on 

the otherhand he describe Gods's concern for the 

gentile widow and the gentile lepers. After these 

words the people were so furious they tried to kill 

him, but their violence and hatred so blinded them 

that they could not see Jesus. 

4.4.4 Narrative organization of Luke 4:16-30 

Mazamis~ constructs the narrative graphically in such 

a fashion that we have an (1) ordaine~ which is Jesus, 

(2) a principle, which is the message, (3) a helper, 

which is the Pneuma, (4) the opponents, which is Nazareth, 

and (5) Recipients, which consists of the poor, blind, 

. d d 64 prisoners an oppresse . 

H~ then assumes that Jesus is both the ordainer and 

principle of the narrative, who directs his message 

to both opponents'and recipients. His words of grace 

assure the poor of the fact that in him there is hope 

and liberation, while it is also a transforming message 

to the opponents. They can be transforemed from opponents 
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. . 65 to recipients. 

4.4.S The figurative organization of Luke 16-30 

In this section we closely examine the ~pecif ic roles 

different people hold in this narrative. 

Jesus' role is. privarily that of the suffering 

servant who is sent by the Spirit (Pneuma) to 

herald the good news to the poor and to those 

h . h . . 66 on t e perip ery in society. 

The Pneuma ku~iou plays the role of the sender, 

anointer and helper of Jesus. Furthermore the 

Pneuma plays a prominant role in the liberation 

. 67 praxis. 

The poor, the prisoners, the blind and the oppressed 

are the very important persons in the whole narrative 

b~cause they are the addressees of the message of libe

. 68 ration. 

Old Testament prophets, Elijah and Elisha, are mentioned 

because they were used by Yahweh to minister to the needs 
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of outsiders, and this parallelism is an indication that 

God has a universalistic nature. 69 

The widow of Zarephath and Naaman are outsiders used in 

the narrative to represents an anti-type of Nazareth and 

as such they personify the outcasts in society. 70 

According to Combrink the most important concepts are: 

the fulfilment motif, today and salvation. 71 In regard 

to these concepts he asserts: "Not only is the place 

of the pericope in the structure of the Gospel as a 

whole important, but the fulfilment motif of colon 8 

is a cardinal concept in the Gospel. 1172 Closely con

nected with the fulfilment motif is the today concept, 

therefore Combrink contends that: "the today of fulfil-

ment continues right through into the time of the church. 1173 

he further holds that the" ... declaration of Jesus in 

(4:21) indicates that His activity is eschatological ... 

This kind of exegesis is not strictly rabbinical anymore, 

but messianic and eschatological". 74 He continues to 

state that: "Another leading concept of Luke which comes 

to the fore in the quotation, is salvation. 1175 

It is significant to note the choice of salvation in-

stead of liberation by Combrink. This choice marks 

a definite shift in Afrikaner theology. Before 1948, 

' .. · .... ~ .. : ..... •, .... '• .~ , ... ., '' ' 
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Afrikaners used the similar language liberation theologians 

are using today. This statement can be substantiated with 

the following quotation from a speech delivered by Dr.Brink 

at a 'Volkskongres' in 1947: "The aim of the church is to 

bring about social justice. Justice must be done to the 

poor and the oppressed, and if the present system does not 

serve this purpose, the public conscience must be roused 

to demand antother. If the church does not exert itself 

for justice in society, and together with the help she can 

off er also be prepared to serve as champion for the cause 

of the poor, others will do it. The poor have their right 

today: I do not ask for your charity, but I ask to be 

given an opportunity to live a life of human dignity. 1176 

In the structural analysis it is evident that this peri

cope forms a literary and structural unit. The exegesis 

of this pericope clearly shows that the Isaiah quotation 

alludes to the Jubilee Year in Levit.icus 25, that has poli-

tical and socio-economic implications. This quotation 

forms the core of this pericope and it is Lukes major con

cern. Therefore his gospel concerntrate on social issues 

and on the poor, blind, sick, gentiels and socially out-

77 
casts. 

We.can see clearly that the Spirit of God has sent J~sus 

to be a servant of both God and humans .. In this pericope 
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he is rejected by his own hometown, when he announced 

that he was anointed to be the servant of the suffering 

h . 78 umanity. Through this rejection he became the 

suffering servant that identifies with the suffering 

humanity. 

The exegesis of this pericope therefore illustrates that 

the whole gospel can be deduced from these themes. It 

further has illuminated the suffering servant of God is 

anointed to preach good news to the poor and to proclaim 

the acceptable year of the Lord with all its socio-econo-

mic and political implications. 

With the backdrop of the understanding of God in both 

the Old and New Testaments, the Exodus paradigm and the 

exegesis of the Nazareth Manifesto, we shall now proceed 

to the understanding of God in black theology. 

4.5 THE GOD IN BLACK THEOLOGY 

The notion that Yahweh is the liberator runs like a golden chord 

through the writings of black theologians. Boesak holds that 

the God of the Israelites in the Old T~stament revealed hims&lf 

to Moses.and Israel as the liberator who is actively involved 
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79 in their liberation from Egyptian bondage. He is a God that 

sees the oppression and exploitation of the enslaved peoples, 

he hears their plight and acts on their behalf to vindicate 

their liberation. In black theology God is not a metaphysical 

abstraction that is divorced from society, who ''luxuriates in 

hl·s eternal b11·ss 11 . 80 H · G d h · t · t h. e 1s a o w o 1n ervenes 1n o 1story 

and is concerned about the socio-economic and political situation 

of the oppressed. Their liberation is his pre-eminence. Yahweh 

is the God of the Exodus that changed the course of history 

and the destination of nations. Boesak asserts that the God of 

Exodus is not an insensitive, "unmoved mover who engages in 

self-contemplation 1181 , but he is a God who is concerned about 

the suffering of the dehumanized oppressed and he wants to libe-

rate them from everything that enslaves them. 

Tutu holds that the oppressed people. should be aware of the fact 

that the God of the Bible who has revealed himself as the God 

of the Exodus is on their side because of their oppression.and 

not because of anything they deserve, God is on their side be-

cause of the injustice and suffering meted out on them by their 

fellow humans and because of God's special concern for the op-

82 pressed. This fact is reitterated by Baartman when he says 

that the oppressed, downtrodden and disenfrenchised blacks need 

to be reminded constantly that God is for them and is on their 

side even if it offends the white oppressors. 83 

.r-. 
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From the above we can discern that black theology has no place 

for, or interest ·in a God that is neutral in a situation where 

the evils of injustice and enslavement prevail. God must be in 

favour of· the oppressed and thereby be against the oppressor. 

Boesak says: "Loving his people means that Yahweh takes the 

side of his people against the oppressor, the pharoah. 1184 

The liberation that Yahweh vindicated is grimly just because on 

behalf of the oppressed God judged _the pharoah in Egypt as well 

as the wealthy and mighty Israelites who exploited the poor in 

Israel. 85 Yahweh demanded justice for the poor. 

Black theologians inevitably arrived at the conclusion that the 

God of the Bible who is the God of the Exodus, the God of libera-

tion, justice, freedom and humanity is completely in contrast to. 

the God preached about, by whites to blacks for ages, because 

they preached a God of oppression, injustice, enslavement, sub

servience-hatred, self-interest and exploitation. 86 

Lediga confirms this when he writes: "the God of the white man 

. . d 1 f. h h . b d. . 1 1187 is sectarian an se is , e is not a oun ing in ove. 

The God of black theology is the God of the Exodus who has a 

special concern and passion for the oppressed and poor. He is 

moved by their suffering and crying to intervene in human 

affairs, such as socio-economic and political dispossession. He 

···------·-·-··--- - ----·~.· -------·-·--------.-·-------~--: -- ·------·-·-----·--. 
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liberates them from everything that enslaves them, and he brings 

them into a new situation that is free from expliotation and de-

h~manization. By doing these m~ghty acts in history h~ clearly 

and publicly takes sides with the oppressed. He confirms the 

fact that he is an acting or doing God. 88 

The Exodus event provided the Israelites with an understanding 

of the nature and will of Yahweh in history. 89 It was through 

the Exodus that Israel realized that Yahweh is a living, concerned 

and acting God, moved by human suffering to break through in histo-

ry to set the oppressed free from bondage. Through the Exodus the 

minds of the oppressed were shaped and moulded to realize that 

Yahweh is a righteous God who has a special concern for the down

trodden and exploited. He will surely liberate the poor and op

pressed and he will turn against the rich and powerful oppressor. 90 

The Exodus provided the prophets in Israel, who demanded justice 

for the poor, with a solid base to love mercy and to walk hum

bly in God's sight. 91 

Yahweh brought about the Exodus on behalf of the oppressed in 

egyptian bondage, and "it provided liberation theology with a 

striking paradigm of God's liberating power'1
•
92 Therefore the 

Israelites understood both the creation and the future in terms 

93 of the Exodus. 

-·------
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Tutu contends that the Exodus was not a spiritual happening but 

a historicalt tangible experience that involved people of flesh 

and blood. He therefore would use the term ~halom (peace that 

implies wholeness) because it clearly describes the liberation 

of the whole human existence, including the socio-economic and 

political realms of life.
94 

This holistic view of the Hebraic 

understanding of life that encompasses the toatl human exixtence 

provided black theology with a model that can work in the situ-

ation of political oppression. Therefore Boesak says blacks in 

South Africa "need a spiritual and political exodus'1
•
95 

Liberation in the New Testament is proclaimed as a continuation 

of the Old Testament, because Jesus was a Jew and he did not 

disassociate himself from the prophetic proclamati~n of the Old 

Testament. 96 In the Nazareth Manifesto he clearly outlines his 

ministry as a mission in which he favours the poor and the op

pressed. His chief concern is to proclaim good news to the 

poor, release the captives, heal the sick, feed the hungry .. and 

proclaim the Jubilee and Sabbatical Year. Boesak says that the 

proclamation of Luke 4:18-21 must be examined against.the back

drop of the Old Testament tradition of the Torah and the pro-

97 
phets. 

The poor in this text accoridng to Mosothoane refers to the 

materially poor and not the poor in spirit, and they are called 
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Luke 4:18-21 therefore undoubtedly has socio-

economic and political implications and this is confirmed by 

the praxis of Jesus. He healed the physically sick, he fed 

the materially hungry, he frequently appeared in the company of 

the downtrodden and outcasts in society. He did not only spiri-

tually edify those that' listened to him, but he also met their 

physical needs because as a Jew there was no dichotomy sacred 

d 1 t . 1 d . . t 1 l·· . d 1. t. 1 99 an secu ar, ma eria an sp1r1 ua , re 1g1ous an po 1 1ca . 

The expression hoi plochoi not only includes the economically 

deprived but also the am ha-a~ez the people of the land who were 

viewed as sinners by the religious leaders in Israel.lOO This 

is significant because the poor as outlined in the Nazareth Mani-

festo refers to the socialy outcasts, the marginaiized. 

The public appearance and minstry of Jesus in the synogogue in 

Nazareth marks the inauguration of the Kingdom of God. The King-

dom of God was at the heart of the mission and proclamation of 

Jesus. Mosothane states that this Kingdom did not refer to a 

title or metaphysical idea of kingship, but rather to an act of 

ruling, a. deed in which authority is exercised.lOl 

The Kingdom of God is further viewed and understood as "a 

saving act". 
102 

This act liberate from all kinds of sickness-

es and diseases placed on people by the chief foe of both· God and 

humanity namely Satan. 103 This does not mean that the Kingdom is 

-~--~~ , ... ' - -~ ~ __ ,, 
·•-p• 
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restricted to healing in only the social, economic, cultural 

and political situation.
104 

It confirms that black theology 

proclaims and envisages a "total liberation"lOS which includes 

all spheres of human existence. For liberation theologians the 

Kingdom of God undoubtedly means the transformation from an 

oppressive, dehumanized situation to a free situation in which 

there will be no oppression.
106 

This also means that Jesus would 

side with the poor and oppressed in the same manner that Yahweh 

107 is identified with them and against the oppressors. 

By proclaiming the Kingdom of God, Jesus came into direct conflict 

with both the religious and political leaders of his day. 

Healings on the Sabbath stirred up the anger of the religious 

leaders on the one side while on the other side Jesus posed a 

threat to the political leaders like Herod and Pilate. "His life 

was an example of divine radicality, a profound disturbance of 

. . d ,,108 existing or er. 

4.6 EVALUATION 

The biblical accounts of the understanding of God, the Exodus 

paradigm and the Nazareth Manifesto are our criteria in this 

evaluation. The questions that lies before us is to determine 
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whether or not black th~ologians come to the Bible with pre

conceived ideas and read these ideas into the Scripture? This 

question implies that the context of the reader receives pref e

rence above the context of the Scripture. 

The liberation motif in the Bible is not a part of its k~~ygma 

(proclamation). It is the essential message that runs through 

the pages of the Bible. Both Yahweh as liberator and Christ as 

Anointed messenger of God have a special concern for the oppressed, 

the poor and the outcasts. God's concern is the liberation of 

peoples, the perpetuation of justice and equality for all in 

society. 

The liberation that the Bible speaks of is not a bighly spiritual 

experience nor is it a merely political event. It is a total 

liberation that speaks both to the personal, individual and pri

vate matters in life, as well as to the historical, socio-economic 

and political matters in life. This is a contentious point in 

black theology because it seems as if the historical, socio

economic and political implications of liberation are emphasized 

at the expense of the personal, individual and evangelical aspects 

of liberation. 

This might be due to the fact that the oppressors in the South · 

Afican context hijacked the concepts of reconciliation and salva

tion. It has been interpreted as something otherworldly that does 
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not includes social political justice. It therefore emphasized 

salvation at the expense of liberation. Be that as it may· it 

still does not ~rovide sufficient reason for then to under

emphasize the personal dimension of liberaiion. 

The South African situation in some ways resembles that of the 

oppressed in Egypt. The cry for liberation is uttered by many 

oppressed people today. There is therefore no way in which we 

could assume that the black theologians come to the Bible with 

preconceived ideas. What is vital is that they read the Bible 

from their context and hear the Spirit speak to their hearts 

and minds about their suffering. 

- - -~~. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE SOURCES FROM WHICH BLACK THEOLOGY DRAWS TO DEFINE ITS ANTHROPOLOGY 

In South Africa blacks are oppressed because of the colour of their 

skin. The humanness of black~ is negated or denied only because 

they are black, and this has resulted in the negative anthropology. , 

Black Consciousness marks the emergence of the positive black anthro-

pology, and black theology is the theological expression of this 

positive anthropology. Liberation plays a significant role in this 

positive anthropology. In this chapter we shall dis~tiss the -sources 

from which Black theology draws in order to define ,its anthropology. 

There are some Black theologians who assume that the Traditional 

African Religions offer some positive aspects that are significant 

to the whole understanding of the positive anthropology. 

There are different sources from which black theology draws in order 

to define its understanding of a positive and authentic anthropology. 

According to Mgojo and Muzorewa these different sources are as fol

lows:- the Bible, the black experience in South Africa, black history, 

black culture, black tradition and the Afro-American theological heri-' 
1 tage. 
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In this chapter we shall divide these sources into three sections, 

namely (1) The Bible, (2) The black experience, and (3) The Tradi-

tional African Religions. In the latter we shall be dealing with 

the black history, black culture, black tradition and the relation-

ship between black theology and African theology. 

5.1 THE BIBLE 

The Bible is undoubtedly the most important well from which black 

theology draws in its pursuit of an authentic anthropology amidst 

confusion and contradicitions in the situation of oppression. This 

prominence of the Bible in black theology is expected because black 

theology professes to be a Christian, biblical the9~ogy that serves 

as a corrective towards the apartheid theology in South Africa. 

Black theology, as well as other liberation theologies, concentrates 

on certain biblical notions such as the liberation-Exodus paradigm, 

the original divine intention for creation, the gospel of the poor 

and oppressed, the biblical interpretation of love (especially 

neighbourly love), justice and reconciliation. 

Boesak assumes that the Exodus-liberation motif throughout the Old 

Testament and Jesus' proclamation of his concern for the poor, 

oppressed and captives forms the canlu~ ti~mu~ of the entire bibli-

2 
cal message. He argues that liberation is not merely a portion of 
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gospel message nor is it in line with the gospel but it consti

tutes the whole content and frame of reference of the entire gospel 

of Jesus Christ. 3 Liberation therefore is not a flash here and 

there of God's activity in human history, but it runs like a golden 

chord .throughout the entire Scripture. It serves as a witness to the 

oppressed, and it confirms the fact that the God of the Bible is the 

God of the Exodus. Therefore liberation theologians approach both 

creation and the escathology in the light of the Exodus. 

Boesak holds that the Exodus occurance in the Old Testament is as 

important as the ressurrection in the New Testament, because both 

represent and symbolize the same reality, n~mely hope for the op-

4 pressed. 

The preferential option of the liberation motif in the Old Testa

ment statement is upheld by Jesus in the New Testament. When he 

defined his ministry in the synagogue in Nazareth (Luke 4:16-21) 

he clearly opted for a bias in favour of the poor and the oppressed. 

In his whole ministry he concretized this definition of his mission, 

because he openly identified with the poo~ the oppressed and the 

downtrodden in society. Boesak asserts: "This text lies at the 

heart of the theology of liberation. 115 

It is not only the liberation motif that features mainly in libe

ration theology, as the essence of the biblical proclamation but 

the God of the Bible is portrayed as the Liberator, who break 
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6 through human history to vindicate the .liberation of the oppressed. 

The God of the Bible according to black theologians is a anti-meta

physical God who hears the cry of his people, the .oppressed, he 

remembers his covenants, he sees their suffering, oppression and 

exploitation, he knows who is responsible for this state of injustice 

and dehumanization, he is moved by their suffering and cry, there

fore he acts on their behalf to set them free from oppression. 

Mosothoane significantly notes that black theologians approach the 

revelation of God in both Old and New Testament in the light of 

Exodus 2-3 and Luke 4:16-21 respectively.
7 

Beside the liberation motif black theologians are very much concerned 

about the divine intention for creation. They want to adhere to the 

biblical teaching in this regard as well, therefor~:they do not assume 

that creation and humans came about or into being by some evolutionary 

accident. They clearly observe the fact that humans are beings whom 

the God of the Bible created. 

Manas Buthelezi argues that human beings are created in the image 

and likeness of God. He holds that this image does not refer to 

physical resemblance but rather implies a relationship between God 

and humanity. This he calls the unique dignity of humans. This 

dignity, he further argues, implies that God had delegated some 

authority to humans, therefore they were commanded to subdue the 

rest of creation, in the same manner that God ~ould have done it 

as his representatives in this world. 8 
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Boesak is in complete agreement with Buthelezi when he says that 

dominion suposes that humans should be liberated persons who are 

the subjects of their own humanity who accept total responsibili-

ty for the complete realization of their own ·being and that of 

their fellow humans. 9 

Tutu also analyses the two creation narratives in Genesis 1:26 

and 2:7. He concludes that in the first narrative God commands 

and enables humans to exercise authority over the created universe 

as God's representatives. The second narrative implies that humans 

were in complete harmony with God, one another and the whole of 

creation and that individuals were at peace with themselves. 10 

These proponents of black theology do not merely appropriate the 

original divine intention of creation with its positive view of 

human being. They are also willing to take cognizance of the 

negative side of the first human beings in Genesis who, through 

dis-obedience to God, fell prey to sin. They stipulate how sin 

caused disruption and alienation and separation that was brought 

about by sin, but they proclaim that God in Christ reconciled the 

world to himself. 

Tutu holds that reconciliation implies the restoration of broken 

friendship and fellowship, between God and human~ between humans 

and humans and between humans and the rest of creation. 11 This is 

12 what "at-one-men t" means .. 

·;;., .... · 
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Buthelezi and Boesak argue that reconciliation is not only the 

ending of animosity, but in Jesus Christ God has made it possible 

for new humans who have encountered him to become hew creatures 

(according to 2 Cor. 5:17) to participate in.the everyday life 

13 here and now. 

The biblical concepts of love, reconciliation and peace receive 

special attention in the writings of these liberation theologians, 

because apartheid theology has hijacked these concepts and spiri-

tualized them to such an extent that they can speak about love 

without doing love; speak about reconciliation without breaking 

down the structures of apartheid; speak about peace while they 

are doing nothing to obtain real peace. Boesak holds that no 

peace, love and reconciliation is possible where t~~re is no 

justice, because the Bible clearly states that God's love is 

always accompanied by his justice. Love is not a misleading 

affection but rather startingly concrete. To love God is to do 

justice. God's justice is the well from which black theologians 

receive their certainty that God cares. 14 

Black theologians are not satisfied with the spiritualization of 

the bilbical portions that refer to the concrete situation of op-

pression and liberation. They therefore attempt to deal with the 

Bible in a concrete historical manner. For them the Israelites 

who were delivered from Egypt were both a religidus and political 

community and it was very difficult for them to make a Platonic 
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distinction between the secular and sacred, because their Yahweh 

was concerned about their spiritual and physical being. 

In the same way, they adhere to the fact thai J~sus was a Jew and 

to his understanding of his mission which he outlines in the Naza-

reth Manifesto. Therefore we should ·understand Jesus' ministry 

and life in the tradition of the Old Testament. Mosothoane says 

that black theology approaches the Bible literalistic although 

they are not fundamentalistic, and he further holds that their 

hermeneutical key is undoubtly liberation. This is because black 

theologians turn to the Bible with a burden due to their oppression 

and they are in quest of God's purpose for human existence. 15 

Black theology has a strong soteriological approac~:because of the 

liberation motif that plays a fundamental role in its use of the 

Bible. The Exodus-event is evident in the whole life of Israel 

throughout the Old Testament and culminates in the Nazareth-event. 

This clearly shows that the liberation notions of the Old Testament 

is fundamental to the New Testament. Understanding of salvation 

or liberation as wholeness of life in Isaiah 61:1-2 and Luke 4:16-

18 constitute "a liberating deed which creates room for reconcili

ation, for the return of true community and authentic humanity'1 • 16 

Therefore the liberation that black theologians pursue is a total 

liberation that demands justice, just as the Hebraic understanding, 

,ohaf.om, does. 

:,... ... - . -·- --- ----- . -----
" 
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Black theology attempts to highlight the original meaning of 

Scripture because.the apartheid theology has distored Schripture 

with its spiritualization and compartmentalization of life. 17 

This has created the impression_ that the Bible was nothing but 

an ideological tool used by the white oppressors to keep the 

oppressed people in subservience and to prevent any progressive 

action such as riots and boycotts. Therefore black theology as 

a Christian and biblical theology attempts to correct this misuse 

of Scripture and at the same time assure blacks that the Bible, when 

correctly interpreted, actually condemns the apartheid status quo. 

They assume that the original meaning of Scripture correctly ap-

propriated becomes a dangerous threat for the status quo, because 

of its subsersive and revolutionary nature. 

The idea of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years in the Old Testament 

has drastic social and political implications, because it speaks 

f h f . . . 1 18 o t e return o property to its origin~ owners or their de-

scendants, and the setting free of slaves (Ezek. 46; Isa. 61; 

Lev. 25). Black theologians assert that they should be more o-

bedient to God than to any earthly power when it comes to their 

existential·situation where injustice and oppression are perpetu-

ated. They prefer to be obedient servants unto God and to spea~ 

out against or defy the unjust rule as .the Old Testament 

prophets. Bishop Tutu in a personal letter to Mr. Botha, which he 

(Botha) made .Public, in The Argus, comment~ng on a march undertaken 

. -- ,,; ... _ -
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by several church leaders to deliver a petition against new 

restrictions against 17 progressive, democratic organizations, 

asserts that their marching orders originate from the God of 

the Bible and not from any other human being or political 

ideology.
19 

In his letter Bishop Tutu demonstrites the impor

tance of the Bible as a source in black liberation theology's 

attempt to define their authentic humanity amidst the horrendous 

oppression of the unbiblical, unchiristian immoral nature of the 

apartheid system of South Africa. 20 

5.2 THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 

The second source from which black theology draws,·in its en

deavour to come up with authentic positive anthropology is the 

black experience of oppression and religious contradictions. 

In the ranks of black theologians there are some differences on 

the importance of the black experience and the Bible. It .seems 

as if Cone places more emph~sis on the black experience when he 

assume that there "is not truth for and about black people that 

does not ~merge out of the context of their experience'' 21 

Boesak, Tutu, Mgojo and Buthelezi seem to regard the Bible as the 

main source of black theology, while they also affirm the importance 

of the black experience as an important source, because black the

ology is a contextual theology. 22 
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Black theology as contextual theology attempts to understand 

the revelation of God in Jesus Christ from a situation of 

oppression. This· experience of oppression and exploitation 

which is the point of theological reflection•, is the black 

experience, because blackness operates as a determinant in 

the situation. Buthelezi argues that blackness has theolo-

gical, social, economic and political implications. It deter-

mines and embraces the whole existence of peoples. Where they 

should live, whom they should marry, who their friends should 

be, what kind of education they should receive and in which 

23 
trains they should travel. The possibilities for blacks in 

the apart~eid system are being determined by the colour of 

their skins and not by their intellect, qualifications of 

ab'ili ty. 

Boesak argues that the greatest evil. and threat of black humani-

ty is their existence in a racist society, but he says that the 

greatest evil of it all is the fact that Christians are pe~petu-

. h. . 24 ating t is racism. It is in theological reflection on the 

black experience that the oppressed blacks encounter the contra-

dictions between the biblical source and their experience. There-

fore black theologians are attempting to make the biblical reve-

lation relevant for the situation and that is why the·y constantly 

ask critical questions regarding their oppression in the light 

of the Scripture. These questions include the following: Why 
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did God create us black? What does it mean to be black and to be 

a Christian at the same time in a racistic society? 

These questions are directly related to th~ unfair t~eatment 

blacks receive solely because they are black. The life and 

humanity of all black people is negated on biological grounds, 

such as race and colour. Boesak holds that the apartheid ex

perience for blacks in South Africa " means bad housing, being 

underpaid, pass laws, influxcontrol, migrant labour, group 

areas, resettlement camps, inequality before the law, fear, 

intimidation, white bosses and black informers, condescension 

and paternalism, in a word, black powerlessness 11 •
24 The black 

experience is a situation of enslavement to conditions of sub

servience, oppression, exploitation in which blas~s are deprived 

of their humanity and God-given right to exercise dominion over 

the rest of creation as representatives of God. The situation 

of the black experience calls for justice because it constitutes 

a cry unto God. 

The black experience and the message of the Bible are interre

lated. The one should not be emphasized at the expense of the 

other, because they complement each other. Therefore liberation 

theology is a continual a~tion -reflection process, that em

compasses both praxis and theory. The black experience says 

all the negative ~hings abouth the black humanity, while the 

.·~; 

•" - -~ - -----.-
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Bible through the eyes of the oppressed provides the positive 

elements that confirm the fact that the black experience is not . 

God's intention nor his will for creation. When the black ex-

perience says you are non-bcings because you are not'.white, the 

Bible says God created you black and in his image and likeness. 

When the black experience says you must be sep~rated from each 

.other along ethnic lines, the Bible says God created us for 

fellowship and togetherness. When the black experience high-

lights the issues that divide us in society, the Bible according 

to black theology offers the remedy to bring about wholeness. 

Cone asserts: "We cannot afford to do theology unrelated to 

. 25 
human existence." 

5.3 TRADITIONAL AFRICAN RELIGIONS 

The scenario of the sources from which black theology draws 

is incomplete without the significant contribution of the tra-

ditional teachings that undoubtedly have a major contribution 

to add to the biblical experiental sources. The traditional 

and cultural value of life as wholeness, the respect for human 

life and the sense of b~longing and togetherness are some of the 

basic tenents that Traditional African religions have to offer. 

Buthelezi explains how the native peoples in South Africa viewed 
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life as wholeness in which religious, social and political life 

constitute the holistic approach. The social, political and 

religious community were one and the same community. There was 

no separation between sacred and secular, individual and communi-

- 26 
ty but the whole reality was under God's supreme reign. This 

corporate understanding of reality coincides with the Hebraic 

view of life in the Old Testament, where Israel was viewed both 

as a religious and politcal entity. 

Black theology goes back to the time before colonialism and 

theologians are reappropiating for today the essence of human 

existence of communion, fellowship and solidarity so important 

in the Traditional World view. The sense of togetherness and 

belonging instead of the Western philosphy of indjvidualism is 

embraced. Dwane refers to Mbiti's proverb of "I belong, there

fore I am". 27 In this same manner Boesak also quotes the well 

known African saying, "notho ke motho ka iatho'' which means one 

is only human because of others, with others, for others".~ 8 

These idioms confirm the fact that black theology is a theology 

for and about blacks, wherein they are constantly reminded that 

they are human beings, only when they respect the humanity of 

others. Humans are never created to be islands in themselves 

but they are created for fellowship, tbgetherness and harmony. 

This implies that they should strive for the full realization 
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of their own humanity which it so intimately bound up with 

the humanity of others. It means to live and let live with 

the emphasis on the let live because one is only human through 

and with others. 

Black theologians are attempting to reappropriate the past in 

order to root black theology in black history, culture and 

tradition. However Mosala warns of the dangers of reappro-

priating th~ past without acknowledging its limitations and 

deceive ourselves like other before us. 29 

This brings us to the question about the relationship between 

Black and African theology and the limitations of both. The 

debate concerning the relationship between the Bl~ck and African 

theology revolves around the methodology, the context and history 

of the two theologies. Some proponents of these two advocate an 

absolute division, while others are in favour of a constant 

dialogue, mutual critique and possible intergration. Clearly 

some of the exponents of these theologies believe they are 

siblings while some view them as distant cousins. 

·The major issue is that African theology's approach is ethno-

graphic, culturally concerned and has indigenization as its 

main objective. Black theology's approach is anthropological, 

socio-economic and political with the liberation of the oppressed 

.... ·:-··· ·---.~0·:-.---~~ 
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blacks from all bondage as its main objective. 

The main conflict between these two theologies was started by 

John Mbiti in an article "An Afric~n Views American Black Theolo-~ 

.&I." 30 In this article he asserts that: "Black theology was 

born from pain and communicates pain and sorrow to those who study 

it ... One would hope that theology arises out of spontaneous 

.joy in being a Christian, responding to life and ideas as redeemed. 

Black theology, however, is full of sorrow, bitterness, anger and 

hatred. 1131 This assertion assumes that black theologians does 

not know the joy of being Christian in Africa, because black 

theology was born out of a situation of pain, suffering and op-

pression, while African theology claim to be the authentic 

theology that communicates the joy of being a Chr,istian in Africa. 

Manas Buthelezi launched a vehement attack on African theology 

32 for what he calls the "ethnographic approach'' which features in 

its tendency towards cultural objectivism and the tendency ~o 

·overlook present-day realities. In his contribution Buthelezi 

assumes that African theology is politically docile because it 

fails to take the situationlof political, socio-economic de

humanization seriously. 33 

Kwesi Dickson explains the differences by saying that African 
' . 

theologians outsid• South Africa are not ruled by white oppres-
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sors therefore they do not see any sense in addressing the 

socio-economic and political issues, but are rather concerned 

about the indigenization of Christianity in Afri~a. He assumes 

this is because of the attitude of the colonialist to regard 

African culture tradition and values as primitive and therefore 

inferior to Western culture. Now, in post-colonia~ism African 

theologians are only concerned to substitute Western culture with 

African culture.
34 

While Mbiti and Buthelezi represent the two exstremes there are 

people, like Setiloane, who view African and black theology as 

stable mates with different roles to play.in the struggle for 

liberation in South Africa. Gabriel Setiloane asserts: "African 

Theology should never, inspite of all the taunts ~f failing to be 

'prophetic' in the traumatic situation the black people find them-

selves in South Africa, cease to see its role as sending the 

Blacks back to their grassroots. In doing so it is a Theology 

of Hope. 1135 

Tutu and Boesak assume that South African black theologians are 

African theologians, because they are very suspicious of what 

they call a theology of· indegenization that devides people.
36 

Mosala holds that both black and African theology are incomplete 

without the other but he holds that the problem lies with the 

proponents of these theologies. He further asserts that both 
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these theologies and their exponents are rooted in liberal 

ideology. The failure to acknowledge fully the contribution 

of and intergrated relation between the two, is·a direct result 

of their liberal ideological captivity. African theology is 

apolitical because it ignores the present day realities, and 

Black theology is ahistorical because it ignores the past. 

Mosala views the difference between the two theologies as their 

weakness. He says what is needed is a inseparable and recipro-

cal relation. 

The relationship between African and black theology should be 

a reciprocal existence in which the polii~cal and the historical 

actually serve and enrich each other, in order to eradicate the 
' 37 

weakness. W6at is needed is that these two th~~logies should 

support each other and contribute towards the solidarity of the 

black struggle for justice in South Africa. 

We have seen that the three sources from which black theoldgy 

draws in its attempt to recover and assert the authentic black 

anthropology are interrelated and each has a significant and 

unique contribution to make. The Bible provides the basis, the 

positive elements of human and community centredness from the 

Tradit~onal African Religions, and the black experience that 

constitute the context of everyday life under Apartheid. Clear-

ly in South African situation of oppression and exploitation 

blacks are endurin& there is only one answer viz. black theolo-

· ..... . .. '- .... , - ·-· ...... ___ ----·---.~---. 
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gy because black theology addresses the issue of black human 

suffering. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

We have examined black theology against the backdrop of the Bibli

cal anthropology. In this section we have seen that all humans 

are created in the image and likeness of God. This image and 

likeness implies human dignity, human rights, freedom, responsi

bility and the equality of all humans regardless of race, colour 

and sex. 

We have seen that apartheid dehumanize blacks in South Africa, 

because of their blackness. Their total human exi~tence con

stitutes the negative anthropology. In this negative anthropolo

gy their humanity is not acknowledged and respected as God-given. 

This negative anthrop~logy was initiated by apartheid ~nd is 

maintained and perpetuated by apartheid. The apartheid phi~osphy 

is not only a political system, but it is a pseudo-religion, in 

which the human dignity and human rights of blacks are denied on 

the basis of their otherness. This pseudo-religion is vicious 

because it has the ability to make blacks doubt the fact that 

they are created in the image of God. Apartheid operates on two 

levels; a psychological one because blacks are brainwashed to 

believe all the negative things whites say about them; and a 

practical'\ one where blacks and whites are not allowed to live 
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together in the same residential areas, to worship together in 

the same churches as brothers and sisters in Christ, to use the 

same public amenities, and to participate in the .same decision 

making processes. 

We have traced the history of the emergence of the critical 

consciousness of the negative anthropology, and the move towards 

a positive anthropology. We have seen how blacks in both the 

early and recent history resisted the attempts of the negative 

anthropology to subjugate and further dehumanize them. We have 

seen that this rejection of the negative anthropology was arti

culated in black consciousness and black theology. Black theology 

declares this black negative anthropology biblically unjustifiable 

and' morally repugnant. It attempts to give a posi~ive answer to 

blacks in this situation. Black theology therefore is a theology 

for and about blacks. It articulates the grievances of blacks 

and it attends to their aspirations concerning their humanity. 

It attempts to address the issue concerning the. dehumanizatton 

of blacks. Black theology works with the biblical anthropology. 

It proclaims and adheres to the divine intention ~or humanity as 

a whole. In regard black theologians assert that all humans are 

created in the image and likeness of God. This image of God is 

developed into a positive anthropology over and against the 

negative anthropology. Another aspect of the assertion of the 

positive anthropology, is the contribution of the Black Con-

........ 
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sciousness philosophy as awareness process to their humanity. 

The contribution of Black Consciousness philosophy is evident 

in black theology when it urges blacks to accept their blackness 

with pride and gratitude towards God, who not did make a mistake 

by creating people black. 

We have seen that black theology is not merely satisfied with the 

positive mental attitude, therefore it proclaims liberation as 

outlined in both the Exodus paradigm and the Nazareth Manifesto. 

In the Exodus paradigm Yahweh has revealed himself as the Libera-

tor of the oppressed, who called upon him. He is the God who was 

concerned about the suffering of the oppressed Israelites in 

Egyptian bondage. Similarly he is concerned about black suffering 

in South Africa today, and he is willing to intervene in human 

affairs to change the destiny of nations. This liberation motif 

is also evident in the Nazareth Manifesto in ~hich Jesus identi-

fied himself with the poor and outcasts in society. 

In South Africa today black theology proclaims that the God of 

the Exodus who revealed himself in Christ Jesus, in the New Testa-

ment is always moved by the cry of the oppressed and he always 

intervenes. in history to vindicate the liberation of the oppressed. 

Therefore God will vindicate the liberation of the oppressed f com 

the shackles of the demonic apartheid ideology they will recover 

their full humanity here and now. 

We have looked at the sources from which black iheology draws in 

. . . . ----··. ··---··-·--·----.,,.-·, -
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its definition of black positive anthropology. We have seen 

how the Bible, Traditional African Religions and the black 

experience are interrelated. 

We have shown that black theology is the only way out of the 

situation of dehumanization. It is only black theology that 

can recover the deprived humanity of the dehumanized black in 

South Africa. What has been lost through apartheid can be re

gained by black theology. 

We therefore draw the following conclusions: Black theology is 

not an ideology or racism in reverse. It .is an earnest attempt 

to adress the issue of black suffering from a biblical point of 

view. Clearly biack theology is a quest for a true humanity in 

South Africa. 

** ** ** 
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